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Flight and Operation Manual for gyroplane J-RO DTA

Model :

……………………………………………..

Serial number :

……………………………………………..

Registration :

……………………………………………..

Type certificate number: ……………………………………………..

Distribution partner :

…………………………………………….
…………………………………………….
…………………………………………….
…………………………………………….

Owner :

…………………………………………….
…………………………………………….
…………………………………………….
…………………………………………….

This flight and operation manual must remain available to the pilot on board the gyroplane at all times. It will
be updated regularly. Latest revisions can be downloaded from the DTA website (www.dta.fr). Revisions
must be printed and joined to this Manual. The revision table will be amended.
This gyroplane must be used in accordance with procedures and limitations written in this Flight Manual,
those mentioned in the Maintenance Manual, as well as the specific maintenance and user manuals for
instruments, engine, rotor and/or propeller.
This manual is not intended as a substitute for theoretical and practical pilot training.
Understanding and respect of the information contained in this manual is mandatory. Failure to comply may
produce fatal consequences.
Whether the pilot is qualified or novice, a complete knowledge of the machine, its controls and its operation
is mandatory before any solo flight. Piloting any kind of aircraft implies risks. One must be informed and
prepared for any flight situation and any danger associated to flying.
This manual is intended for J-RO aircrafts manufactured from year 2014.

Note: DTA sas cannot be held liable for translation mistakes. Original and reference version of this document is the
French language version.
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0.2
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1.1

Introduction and safety reminders

This manual is written as an operation guide for pilots, instructors and operators, in order for this gyroplane to be used
as efficiently and safely as possible. This manual is not intended as a replacement for flying lessons and theoretical
training.
Piloting a gyroplane requires adequate training and the possession of required licences in the country of usage.
Transporting passengers or instructing people require additional training and a corresponding licence.
The pilot in command must have completed a training course on this aircraft type.
It is the joint responsibility of the pilot in command and the owner-operator:
 To understand, accept and respect the information, recommendations and limitations written in this manual, as
well as those mentioned in the manuals for the radio, transponder, propeller, engine, etc…
 To ensure the machine airworthiness
 To verify that the registration and the insurance for the gyroplane conform to the local regulations for the
country of usage of the machine.
Before each flight, the pilot must be familiar with applicable weather and airspace requirements for the intended route
of flight.
The limitations listed in SECTION 2 of this manual must be respected. You must look regularly at the DTA website
(www.jro-dta.com) for updates, airworthiness directives, technical notes or information concerning safety.
Abrupt maneuvers or acrobatic flying, flying in severe turbulent conditions, can lead the aircraft out of its flight
envelope, and will generate excessive wear or damage to the rotor and the machine.
Likewise, taxiing too fast on a degraded tarmac or abrupt changes of direction during taxiing will generate excessive
wear to the rotor and the machine.

1.2

Certification and procedures

The J-RO has been calculated and tested for an MTOW of 560 kg, according to design specifications for microlight
gyroplanes (BUT 2001 « Bauvorschriften für Ultraleichte Tragschrauber »), and including the latest texts published in
« Nachrichten für Luftfahrer » NfL II 13/09 issued 12.02.2009, as well as the texts from BCAR SECTION T « British
Civil Airworthiness Requirements » and the Annex II from the European Union Official Journal, Section 4, paragraph 4,
issued 19.03.2008.
The certification of the corresponding documents has been issued by the responsible German D.U.L.V « Deutscher
Ultraleichtflugverband e.v » under delegation of the German Civil Aviation authority.
The noise certificate was granted according to German Requirements for microlight Gyroplanes
« Lärmschutzverordnung für Ultraleichte Tragschrauber ».
Tests and flight measures were performed according to procedures and operating modes defined for the B.U.T.
certification.
The legal basis for operating a gyroplane in a given country is provided by the local regulation and national laws of the
considered country. The instructions and conditions of use must be considered by the pilot and the operator before,
during and after flight.

DANGER
This manual by no means replaces flight lessons and theoretical training.
Procedures for flying, meteorology, aerology, flight mechanics, are not addressed by this
manual, and must be studied specifically and separately.
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1.3

Terms and abbreviations:

ACL

Anti-Collision Light

AGL

Above Ground Level

ASI

Airspeed Indicator

ATC

Air Traffic Control

CAS

Calibrated Airspeed

CCW

Counter Clock Wise

CG

Centre of Gravity

CG Limits

Limits for the Centre of Gravity

CHT

Cylinder Head temperature

CRP

Carbon reinforced Plastic

CSP

Constant Speed Propeller

CW

Clock Wise

DA

Density Altitude

DC

Instructor Controls (Dual Controls)

DTA

Delta Trikes Aviation

DULV

Deutscher UltraLeichtflugVerband e.V

EGT

Exhaust Gas Temperature

Empty Wt

Empty weight including oil, cooling liquid, without fuel

FOM

Flight Operation Manual

Ft

Feet

G/g

G-loading as factor of gravity

GA

General Aviation

GPS

Global positioning system

GRP

Glass Reinforced Plastic

H

Hours

IAS

Indicated Air Speed

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organisation

In Hg

Manifold Pressure, corresponding to inch mercury

ISA

International Standard Atmosphere

MAP

Manifold Absolute Pressure

MCP

Maximum Continuous Power

MON

Motor Octane Number

MTOW

Maximum Take-Off Weight

OAT

Outside Air temperature

POH

Pilot Operating Handbook

RON

Research Octane Number

RPM

Revolution Per Minute

S/N

Serial Number

TCU

Turbo Control Unit

TOP

Take-Off Power

DTA POH J-RO
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TRT

Transponder

VA

Design Manoeuvering Speed

VDC

Direct Current tension in volts

VHF

Very High Frequency Radio

VC

Max Velocity in turbulent conditions

VFR

Visual Flight Rules

VH

Maximum Horizontal Speed

VMC

Minimum control velocity

VNO

Speed for Normal Operating

VS

Stall Velocity

VNE

Velocity Never Exceed

VSI

Vertical Speed Indicator

Vx

Velocity for optimal climb angle

Vy

Velocity for optimal Climb Rate

Vz

Vertical Speed

1.3

Units conversion table

Measure

Unit

Abbreviation

Weight
Length
Distance
Travelled distance
Altitude
Speed
Rate of Climb
Pressure
Temperature
Volume
Tightening Torque

kilogramme
millimetre
metre
kilometre
Feet
kilometre per hour
metre per second
bar
Celsius degree
litre
Newton per metre

kg
mm
m
km
ft
km/h
m/s
bar
C°
L
Nm

Conversion factor
kts
km/h
mph
km/h
Ft
m
1 m/s
100 Ft./min
Celsius Degree
Bar
Nm

DTA POH J-RO

1.852
0.54
1.61
0.62
0.305
3.28
T(°C)= [T(°F) -32] / 1,8
14.51
0.1356

Revision 04 Edition: 10.2016

km/h
kts
km/h
mph
m
Ft.
196.85 Ft./min
0.51 m/s
Fahrenheit degree
PSI
lb.ft
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1.5

Meaning of colour warnings

This manual uses three levels for warning, DANGER, ATTENTION and IMPORTANT NOTE, associated with three
colours: red, yellow and grey.
The meanings of these are:

DANGER
Identifies an instruction that, if not followed, can lead to damages whose consequences can be
lethal.

ATTENTION
Identifies an important instruction that, if not followed, can lead to serious damages or injuries.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Underlines an instruction that must be respected to ensure a correct usage and operating mode
of this gyroplane.

.
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1.6

Three-views drawing

1.7

Description


Two seated tandem Gyroplane entirely enclosed airframe (optional doors)



25CD4s and Stainless Steel 304 alloys welded under argon (TIG) airframe



Hull built with a carbon/epoxy composite



Tricycle gear with back wheel in Zicral 7049 alloy



Free front wheel –Hydraulic braked rear wheels



Rotor in extruded aluminium



Rotor head controlled by metallic rods (Stainless steel and Dural) and ball joints (electric or pneumatic trim)



Pneumatic pre-rotator system with start of procedure safety



Monobloc tail plane and mobile rudder plane in glass / carbon / epoxy composite



Rudder control by push-pull cables



70 litres tank (reticulated polyethylene XLPE rotomoulded with drain plug, level hose and level indicator)

DTA POH J-RO
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1.8

Technical data


Total length

5.20 m



Total width

1.95 m



Total height

2.62 m



Tank capacity

70 L



914UL Engine



Empty weight

296 kg (without doors or optional equipment)



Maximum weight at take-off

560 kg



Carrying capacity

264 kg (See weight and balance sheet delivered with the machine)



912ULS Engine



Empty weight

290 kg (without doors or optional equipment)



Maximum weight at take-off

510 kg



Carrying capacity

220 kg (See weight and balance sheet delivered with the machine)

1.9

Rotor


Type :

2 blades, fixed pitch, free to teeter and in rotation



Material :

T6106T6 extruded aluminium



Profile :

NACA 8H12



Chord :

216 mm



Diameter

8,60 m



Rotor disc area :

58 m²



Rotor disc load :

9.65 kg/m² (560 kg) / 8.79 kg/m² (510 kg)

1.10

(modified Averso)

Engines











 ROTAX 912ULS engine
Naturally aspired flat four opposed cylinders
Cooled by air, water (cylinder head) and oil
Dry sump, oil lubrication with pump and separate oil tank
Double electronic ignition
Two carburettors
Mechanical fuel pump
Propeller speed reduction unit with torque limiter
Electric Starter
Air filter and exhaust system











 ROTAX 914UL engine
Turbocharged engine flat four opposed cylinders
Cooled by air, water (cylinder head) and oil
Dry sump, oil lubrication with pump and separate oil tank
Double electronic ignition
Two carburettors
Two electrical fuel pump
Propeller speed reduction unit with torque limiter
Electric Starter
Air filter and exhaust system

DTA POH J-RO
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1.11

Propellers






On the ground Adjustable pitch
3 blades epoxy / carbon fibre composite
Diameter 1,70 m






1.12

DUC Hélices : FLASH 2

On the ground Adjustable pitch
3 blades epoxy / carbon fibre composite
Diameter 1,72 m






ARPLAST : ECOPROP

DUC Hélices : FLASHBLACK

In flight Variable pitch (hydraulic system)
3 blades epoxy / carbon fibre composite
Diameter 1,72 m

Constructors addresses


GYROPLANE:
D.T.A sas
Aérodrome F-26200 MONTELIMAR
Tél. : 04 75 01 20 83
dta.ulm@wanadoo.fr



ENGINE:
ROTAX A- 4623 GUNSKIRCHEN – AUSTRIA, c/o MAD 11 bd Albert 1° 98000 MONACO
SAV France: AVIREX Aérodrome de Dreux F-28500 VERNOUILLET
Tél. : +33 (0)2 37 42 30 09 avirex.fr@wanadoo.fr



ROTOR:
PLANET GYROS MONTELIMAR sas Aérodrome F-26200 MONTELIMAR
Tél. 06 87 21 46 31 planetgyros@gmaol.com



PROPELLERS:
DUC HELICES Chemin de la Madone F-69210 LENTILLY
Tél. : +33(0)4 74 72 12 69 contact@duc-helices.com

DTA POH J-RO
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SECTION 2 LIMITATIONS - PERFORMANCES



2.1

Limitations in use



2.2

Empty weight



2.3

Weight and balance limitations



2.4

Load factors limitations



2.5

Flight envelope limitations



2.6

Crew



2.7

Colour codes for instruments



2.8

Speed indicator



2.9

Rotor speed indicator



2.10

Engine instrumentation



2.11

Engine optional instruments



2.12

Minimal instruments



2.13

Fluids



2.14

Electrical consumption



2.15

Doors



2.16

Turning radius on the ground



2.17

Placards (Safety markings)

This SECTION presents the operations limits, the instruments colour codes and the information placards that are
necessary for a safe use of the gyroplane and its engine.
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2.1

Limitations in use


Only VFR flying during daylight is authorised.



Acrobatic flying is forbidden



Zero G flying is forbidden



Flying in icing conditions or falling snow is forbidden.



Flying in a storm front, or in the mountains with strong winds is prohibited



Maximum velocity of the surface wind parallel to the runway : 40 kts (74 km/h / 46 mph)



Maximum velocity for cross wind: 20 kts (36 km/h / 23 mph )



Maximum velocity for downwind : 3 kts (5 km/h / 3 mph)



Minimum level of fuel : 10 litres



Temperature: from - 20° to +35 / 40° C.
Note: Above 35°C it is recommended to remove the engine covers (upper and lower cover)

Reminder:
 VNE (velocity never to exceed) : 97 kts (180 km/h / 111.6 mph)
 VA (Maximum manoeuvring velocity) : 70 kts ( 130 km/h / 80.6 mph)
 VNO (Maximum velocity in turbulent atmosphere) : 70 kts (130 km/h / 80.6 mph)



 COUNTRIES WHERE NIGHT FLYING IS AUTHORIZED
Night flight will be performed with respect to the local specific regulations in the country
DTA proposes for night flight the following equipment (SEE SECTION 7.13 « Nav/Position/strobe lights,
landing light, anticollision lights, night flight ») :
 A front landing light for landing and taxiing (with switch)
 Fixed Nav/Position lights, combined on the left side, red on 110° and white à the back on 70°, combined
on the right side, green on 110° and white à the back on 70°. They are fixed on the tail plane winglets. The
« Anticollision light » part of the Nav/Position lights will be operated with a switch.
 A 360° visible red led strobe (positioned on the top of the tail plane)
 A backlit magnetic compass
 Backlit engine instruments
 Backlit flight instruments
 A backlit turn indicator and artificial horizon

DANGER
Piloting an aircraft is an activity that can be hazardous, and that requires proper training on the
same type of aircraft.
Understanding and respect of the information contained in this manual are mandatory, but do
not replace a practical and theoretical training in piloting gyroplanes.

DANGER
It will be the responsibility of the pilot to ensure compliance with aviation regulations and
certification requirements of the equipment according to the country concerned.

DTA POH J-RO
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2.2

Empty weight

The empty weight written in the Weight and balance Sheet is the weight of the machine as delivered to the customer,
complete, ready to fly, with oil and coolant but without fuel, toolkit or documents case.


For the carrying capacity calculation, it is necessary to refer to the weight and balance sheet delivered with the
machine, and to the delivery note.

ATTENTION
For the calculation of the carrying capacity, please refer to the delivery note and to the weight
and balance sheet given with the machine.

2.3

Weight and balance limitations

ATTENTION
Maximum take-off weight : 560 kg (914UL) / 510 kg (912ULS)
The maximum take of weight (MTOW) is comprised of the empty weight of the gyroplane, the
weight of the crew, the fuel weight, and the luggage weight.
Empty weight :


Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) :



Maximum allowed weight in the front seat :



Minimum allowed weight in the front seat :

60 kg



Maximum allowed weight in the back seat :

110 kg



Maximum capacity of the fuel tank : 70L

~52 kg

560 kg (914UL) / 510 kg (912ULS)
110 kg

The centre of gravity will be in the allowed limits if the load indications above are respected. (SEE SECTION 6 of this
manual).

DTA POH J-RO
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2.4

Load factors limitations



Demonstrated positive load factor :
Demonstrated negative load factor :

+3g
- 1g

The negative load factor is a structural resistance demonstrated on the ground, for a MTOW of 560kg. During flight,
low-G maneuvers are prohibited. During the whole flight, the rotor must absolutely stay loaded.

DANGER
A near zero-G load of the rotor during flight will result in a total loss of control in roll and pitch, a
very fast slowdown of the rotor RPM, and a risk of blades flapping leading to the destruction of
the tail plane, then the total loss of control of the gyroplane.

2.5

Flight envelope limitations



Bank turn degree to not exceed :
60°
Attitude of flight not to exceed : + or - 45°

DANGER
Compliance with this flight envelope is mandatory
This gyroplane has by no means been designed for acrobatic flight.
Flying in near-zero G conditions is totally forbidden.

2.6

Crew


Weight and balance limitations are respected



Each seats’ harnesses are closed, then secured firmly



During initiation flights, the instructor stick will be taken out.


Flying alone on board :
 The pilot is installed in the front seat.
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2.7

Colour codes for instruments

Red
Yellow
Green

2.8

Maximum limit never to exceed during normal use
Range of use asking special attention, or specific usage
Normal range of use

Speed indicator


Velocity never to exceed (VNE) : 97 kts (180 km/h / 111.6 mph)

97 kts




Maximum maneuvers velocity (VA) : 70 kts (130 km/h / 80.6 mph)
Velocity in normal Operation (VNO) : 70 kts (130 km/h / 80.6 mph)

70 kts

Red line
Yellow arc
Green arc

30 kts
0 Kts

Yellow arc

DANGER
Velocity never to exceed (VNE): 97 kts (180 km/h / 111.6 mph)
Maximum manœuvre velocity (VA) : 70 kts (130 km/h / 80.6 mph)
Velocity in Normal Operation (VC): 70 kts (130 km/h (80.6 mph)

2.9

Rotor speed indicator
 MGL RV1


Maximum reading : 610 tours/minutes



Optimum range, including pre-rotation: 200 / 550 rpm



 ROAD (Ø52), FLYMAPXL and DYNON Skyview 10’’
Maximum reading never to exceed : 610 rpm



Optimum range (including pre-rotation): 200 / 550 rpm

610 rpm : alarm
0 à 200 rpm : alarm

610 rpm

Red line
Yellow arc
Green arc

200 rpm
0 rpm

 Reminder:
 Pre-rotation : 200/230 rpm - maximum : 280 rpm
 Never fly under 280 rpm

DTA POH J-RO
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2.10

Engine Instrumentation



ENGINE SPEED 912ULS & 914UL :



Maximum engine speed : 5800 rpm

5800 rpm

Red arc



Between 5500 and 5800 rpm : maximum 5mn

5500 rpm

Yellow arc



Maximum continuous power : 1400 à 5500 rpm

Green arc
1400 rpm



Red arc
Maximum rpm for starting pre-rotation of the rotor : 2200 rpm



OIL PRESSURE 912ULS & 914UL :



Maximum pressure : 7 bar



Optimum pressure : 2.0 to 5.0 bar



Minimum pressure : 1 bar

7 bar

Red arc
Yellow arc

5 bar
Green arc
2 bar
1 bar

Yellow arc
Red arc



OIL TEMPERATURE 912ULS & 914UL:



Maximum temperature : 130°C



Optimum temperature : 90° - 110°C



Minimum temperature : 50°C

130°

Red arc
Yellow arc

110°
Green arc
90°
50°

Yellow arc
Red arc




CHT (Cylinder heads temperature) 912ULS & 914UL:

Maximum temperature : 120°C

120°

Red line
Green arc
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2.11

Engine Optional Instruments




EGT (Exhaust Gas Temperature) 912ULS & 914UL :

Maximum temperature : 950°C

950°

Red line
Green arc



MANIFOLD PRESSURE (MAP):

ROTAX 912ULS :


Maximum pressure (Take-off – maxi 5 min) :

31 In.HG



Maximum continuous pressure :

27 In. HG

Red arc
Yellow arc
Green arc

0.0 In. HG
ROTAX 914UL:


Maximum pressure (Take-off – maxi 5 min) :

39.9 In.HG



Maximum continuous pressure:

35.4 In. HG

Red arc
Yellow arc
Green arc

0.0 In. HG
Note:

If the manifold pressure gauge is optional, it is compulsory when coupled with a variable pitch propeller.

2.12

Minimal instruments



Flight instruments :
 Analogue altimeter
 Analogue Air Speed indicator
 Compass (With deviation curve if error between 5° and 10°)



Engine instruments :
 Engine speed indicator
 Hourmeter
 Oil pressure
 Oil temperature
 Cylinder head temperature
 Fuel level



Specific instruments
 Rotor speed indicator
 Symmetry of flight indicator (Strand of wool)
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2.13

Operation Fluids

 Fuel for 912ULS & 914UL :
Standards :
 European standard EN228 super (min. RON 95)
 Canadian Standard CAN/CGSB-3.5
 American standard ASTM D4814
 Temporary replacement AVGAS 100LL
Note : SEE ROTAX OM manual SECTION 2.3 and technical instruction ROTAX SI-912-016R6 & SI-914-019R6







Fuel tank :
 Theoretical capacity 70 litres
 Security reserve between 5 and 7 litres
 Unusable fuel capacity c.a. 0.12 litre
 OIL
Standards
 Branded Multigrade oil with additive for gearbox, class API « SG » or above
Recommended oil :
 914UL : Motorbike fully synthetic oil (in accordance with ROTAX technical instruction)
 912ULS : Motorbike semi-synthetic oil (in accordance with ROTAX technical instruction))

Note: See Technical Instruction ROTAX SI-912-016R6 & SI-914-019R6 for details



 COOLANT 912ULS & 914UL :
Recommended fluid :
 Mix 50% antifreeze + 50% distilled water (For example : YACCO LR-35)
 100% concentrated (or example : EVANS NPG+C)

Note : See Technical Instruction ROTAX SI-912-016R6 & SI-914-019R6 for details



 OTHER LUBRICANTS :
Lithium grease multiple-use (K2K-30.DIN51 825) or SHELL GADUS S2 V220 2, exclusively, for:
 Rotor head arm (pitch / roll) => grease nipple M6
 Blade holder (teeter axle) => grease nipple M6
 Rotor head bearings
 Pre-rotator crown
 Rotor head ball joints commands M10



Graphite grease multiple use (KPF2K-30 .DIN 51 825), or SHELL GADUS S2 V222 OAD2? exclusively, for :
 Flexible shaft



High performance synthetic grease spray, or SHELL CASSIDA RLS 2 exclusively, for:
 Drift plane ball joints (high and low)
 Control rod joints, rudder, drift plane, DC throttle
 Gear leg: higher fitting. (excl. cone)



Spray WD40 exclusively, for:
 Cables : throttle, choke, brake, trim
 Door closing hooks
 ¼ turn screws for engine covers
 Bendix



Silicone spray exclusively, for:
 Pre-rotator belts
 Foam sealing of the doors
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2.14

Electrical consumption



The integrated alternator of the ROTAX 912ULS & 914UL engines delivers :
 20 A from 4000 rpm
 7A à 2000 rpm.



The normal power consumption of a 914UL is 16A, including (13A for the 912ULS):
 Engine, EFIS, n°1 pump (914UL exclusively)
 Intercom, VHF in standby mode, Transponder
 Landing lights, strobe, external GPS (0.5 A)



Other electrical consumptions (SEE SECTION 7.12 « Electrical Installation ») :
 N°2 pump : 1.7A (914UL exclusively)
 Electric trim : 5A
 Water cooler fan(or heater) : 8A
 Variable pitch controller : 5A (SEE SECTION 9.2 « Variable pitch propeller »)
 Skis : 10 A (5A for each rear ski cylinder)

Note : On the ground, in order to save the battery, it is necessary to avoid using :
 The landing light
 N°2 pump
 And also avoid staying idle in the heat (at the waiting point for example)
Landing light and pump n°2 will be switched on just before take-off

2.15

Lateral doors



Flying with doors :
 Decreases slightly directional stability (yaw axis)
Note: The weight of the two doors is approximately 14kg



Flying without doors requires :
 To always wear an adequate outfit: warm clothes, closed pockets, …
 To ban long flapping scarves
 To secure in the airframe anything capable of getting loose
 To realize that during flight, the low air currents in the cabin do not give a fair assessment of the
strength of relative wind: Reaching out to the outside of the cabin with extended arm scan lead to
muscle tears and violent trauma.

ATTENTION
Reaching out with your extended arm outside the cabin during flight can lead to muscle tears
and bruises, due to the strength of relative wind which is not perceived in the cabin.

DANGER
It is strictly forbidden to open one or both doors during flight

-

DTA POH J-RO

Flying with only one door :
This door will be closed
Yaw and slips on the side with no door are forbidden
The presence of a single door requires positioning the “Doors” switch on the
“NO” position to be able to pre-rotate the rotor
The lock safety for the single remaining door will thus not be active.
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2.16



Turning radius on the ground
The turning radius is approximately 7.50 m
To perform a 180° turn on a clear track, you will need a rolling strip 17m wide

Radius
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2.17

Placards (safety markings)


OUSIDE THE AIRCRAFT



Above the fuel filler cap



On each side of the tail winglets (left & right) and on the tail plane

TANK CAPACITY : 70 L
Min. RON 95
EN 228 super
Super 98
(AVGAS 100LL)

DO NOT PUSH




INSIDE THE AIRFRAME

In full view of the pilot (front seat), in front of the stick, on the central cover

914UL engine :



912ULS engine :

Prohibited:
Aerobatic flight
Low-G exercises
Flight in icing conditions

Prohibited:
Aerobatic flight
Low-G exercises
Flight in icing conditions

Additional limitations:
see Flight Manual

Additional limitations:
see Flight Manual

MTOW: 560 kg
Empty weight: _______ kg
Max useful load: _____ kg

MTOW: 510 kg
Empty weight: _______ kg
Max useful load: _____ kg

Front seat:
Max weight = 110 kg
Mini weight = 60 kg

Front seat:
Max weight = 110 kg
Mini weight = 60 kg

Solo flight: front seat only

Solo flight: front seat only

OCCUPANT WARNING
This aircraft has not
been certified to an
international requirement

OCCUPANT WARNING
This aircraft has not
been certified to an
international requirement

Under the front middle protect
(stainless steel serial number plate)
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On the rear of the firewall

914UL engine :

912ULS engine :

Solo flight: front seat only
Max weight in rear seat => 110 kg
Respect MTOW 560 kg

Solo flight: front seat only
Max weight in rear seat => 110 kg
Respect MTOW 510 kg

OCCUPANT WARNING:
This aircraft has not been certified
to an international requirement

OCCUPANT WARNING:
This aircraft has not been certified
to an international requirement



Near the throttle lever :
0%



On the brakes lever :



Near the rotor brake lever :

THROTTLE

115%

BRAKES

ROTOR BRAKE
OFF => DOWN



Near the choke lever

ON

CHOKE
OFF


On top of the front stick handle

TRIM +

DTA POH J-RO
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Near the doors handles :

OPEN

OPEN
DOOR LOCKED

DOOR LOCKED





Front left & front right :



Rear left & rear right :

Near the instructor controls for throttle, brakes, trim, and pre-rotator system :

EMERGENCY
IGNITION SHUT OFF

TRIM
=> +
- <=

+


On the firewall, inside the engine compartment, for the oil tank:

OIL TANK CAPACITY : 3 L
Engine oil:_____________
Approved oil type see engine manual
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SECTION 3 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES



3.1

Engine failure



3.2

Restart of the engine during flight



3.3

Engine loss of power



3.4

Propeller damage



3.5

Fumes or fire on board



3.6

Emergency landing and aircraft evacuation



3.7

Doors opening during flight



3.8

Malfunction in the flight commands



3.9
3.9.1
3.9.2
3.9.3
3.9.4
3.9.5
3.9.6
3.9.7
3.9.8
3.9.9

Engine malfunction :
Throttle cable rupture
Battery charge indicator lit up
Voltage drop / Battery malfunction / Short circuit
Red TCU indicator lit up permanently (914UL)
Red TCU indicator flashing (914UL)
Red SENSORS indicator flashing (914UL)
TCU power supply failure (914)
Water cooler fan malfunction
Engine indicators over limits



3.10

Fire in the engine compartment



3.11

Loss of visibility through the canopy



3.12

Abnormal rotor vibrations



3.13

Landing and taxiing with deflated tyre



3.14

Variable pitch propeller failure during flight



3.15

Problems for stopping the engine

You will find in this SECTION the list of procedures to perform in abnormal or dangerous situations.
Continual maintenance and rigorous care, together with thorough pre-flight checks, are the best way for a reliable
aircraft (SEE SECTION 10.4.6 « Mobile phone Effect »).
The risk of a breakdown when following these recommendations is minimal. Nevertheless, neither the engine, nor the
instruments nor the gyroplane are certified.
Therefore, you must fly bearing in mind that an engine failure or another incident could occur any time. You should be
prepared to perform an emergency landing at all times.
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3.1

Engine failure







 Engine failure during take-off run :
Maintain control in yaw and roll
Continue on your course straight ahead
Gently bring the stick forward
Clear the runway when aircraft speed gets around 8 kts (15km/h / 9 mph) and rotor RPM goes under 200 rpm
Brake the rotor when its speed gets lower than 150 rpm









 Engine failure after take-off, but under 150 ft. :
Maintain control in yaw and roll
Continue on your course straight ahead
Leave the stick in position in pitch
Let the machine tilt forward
Keep this attitude
Maintain airspeed around 50 kts (90km/h / 56 mph)
Anticipate the rotor load before flare

DANGER
During an engine failure at take-off and at an altitude lower than 150 ft, deciding to come back to
the airfield at all costs is never a good option!









 Engine failure at or above 150 ft :
Maintain control in yaw and roll
Keep an airspeed near the best gliding ratio, i.e. around 50 kts (90 km/h / 56 mph)
Look for a suitable landing strip at a distance compatible with the strength and direction of the wind
Try to restart the engine,
Pay special attention to eventual obstacles (electric power lines for instance) that you could see at the last
minute
An approach with the sun on your back will be preferred if the wind direction allows it
Anticipate the rotor load before flare and land preferably into wind

DANGER
Our engines are not certified ones, and may undergo failure any time. Please plan for flightmaps
avoiding forests, urban areas and open waters.

3.2

Restart of the engine during flight

Quickly check that:
 Choke is OFF
 Ignition key is positioned on both ignitions (BOTH)
 914UL engine : Switches for the two electrical pumps are positioned on PUMP (and not on OFF)
Quickly try to:
 Cut the ignitions (OFF) then restart (START)
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3.3

Engine loss of power

 ROTAX 912ULS engine
When flying in icy conditions, a loss of power, associated with shakes and changes in engine speed could indicate a
start of carburettor icing:
 Never reduce throttle
 Try to put full throttle, letting enough time to the engine to come back to a standard and regular running mode.
 Try to change your flight altitude to find a warmer and less humid air
 If the situation does not improve, prepare for an engine failure
 ROTAX 914UL engine
On a ROTAX 914UL engine, a loss of power could be:
 A turbo failure ; in this case, flying with a power reduced to 88hp is still possible
 The wastegate does not close ; in this case too, the power is reduced to 88hp
Note: Keep an eye on your oil pressure

3.4

Propeller damage

When flying without doors, badly attached objects, a GPS, a camera … are all projectiles capable of passing through
the propeller.





3.5

The vibration following the breaking of a propeller blade will be extremely powerful.
Reduce the throttle
Look for a suitable landing site very quickly
Stop the engine as soon as possible

Smoke or fire on board












3.6

 On the ground :
Stop the engine (ignition key on OFF)
Cut the main switch
Evacuate the aircraft
Look for the smoke origin and try to extinguish the fire
 During flight :
Stop the cabin heater
Open the air vents
Try to land as soon as possible
Stop the engine (OFF) and the main switch before hitting the ground
Evacuate the aircraft
Look for the smoke origin and try to extinguish the fire

Emergency landing and aircraft evacuation

In case of engine failure, weather deterioration, or arrival of the night, you may want to land outside a prepared landing
site.






 In the countryside :
Look for a suitable site, with a landing distance compatible with the strength and direction of the wind
Fly a reconnaissance pattern in order to check for obstacles (power lines, fences, ditches, height of
vegetation, direction of the grooves), the relief and the direction of the wind
Pay special attention to the eventual obstacles (power lines) that you could discover at the last minute
An approach with the sun on your back will be preferred if the wind direction allows it
Anticipate the rotor load before flare and land preferably into wind
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 Over a forest :
Ask your passenger to adopt a safe position (bent head, body bent to the front)
Look for the vegetation canopy portion appearing as horizontal and flat as possible
Try to bring the machine with a minimal horizontal and vertical speed
As soon as the wheels touch the vegetation, bring the nose up as much as possible
Stop the engine (ignition key on OFF) and cut the main switch (MAIN on OFF)







 Emergency evacuation on the ground
Stop the engine (Ignition key on OFF)
Cut the main switch (MAIN on OFF)
Unplug the headsets
Open the harness
Evacuate the aircraft by the right OR left door

3.7

Doors opening during flight











3.8

 If the right door opens during flight, despite the securities in place :
Immediately apply left rudder
Control the aircraft in yaw in order to present the right side of the machine into the relative wind (nose to the
left)
Try to close the door
If it cannot be achieved, approach the ground keeping the nose to the left
Put back the aircraft in line with the runway at the last moment
 If the left door opens during flight, despite the securities in place :
Immediately apply right rudder
Control the aircraft in yaw in order to present the left side of the machine into the relative wind (nose to the
right)
Try to close the door
If it cannot be achieved, approach the ground keeping the nose to the right
Put back the aircraft in line with the runway at the last moment

Malfunction in the flight commands



 Failure of a flight control for pitch/roll :
Use the trim to control the pitch axis.
Try to maintain roll by using the rudders



 Failure of one of the push-pull cables for rudder :
Rudder push-pull cables being doubled, one of the rudder pedals will remain effective



 Loss of the tail plane :
Keep the gyroplane horizontal and try to control the yaw by using the roll axis

In each situation, reduce throttle progressively and try a safety landing (SEE SECTION 3.1 «Engine failure»)

3.9

Engine malfunction

3.9.1 Throttle cable failure
 Failure of one of the cables
 The engine will show an major power drop, accompanied by very strong vibrations
 Failure of the two cables :
 The engine will slow to idle.
In each situation, manually bring the lever to idle and perform an emergency landing (SEE SECTION 3.1 « Engine
failure»)
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3.9.2 Battery charge indicator lit up





 912ULS engine
Switch off the landing light, the strobes, the heater, and if possible the radio and transponder
Try to limit your actions on the electric trim for pitch
Try to reach the nearest landing site
Anyway, the engine will carry on running, even if the instruments come to a stop







 914UL engine
Switch off the landing light, the strobes, the heater, and if possible the radio and transponder
Try to limit your actions on the electric trim for pitch
Stop the pump n°2
Try to reach the nearest landing site
The engine will carry on running for about 15 minutes

Note : When idle speed is below 1700 rev/min, the charge indicator can blink.

3.9.3 Voltage drop / Battery malfunction / Short circuit
The various circuits are protected by breakers



 912ULS engine
Please see above section
Below 11.5 Volts, the EFIS will stop working

 914UL engine
 Please see above section
 Below 11.5 Volts, the EFIS will stop working
 In the case of total battery loss, the engine will carry on working because the main pump (N°1) is directly
powered by the regulator.
Note : SEE SECTION 2.14 «Electrical consumption» and SECTION 3.14 «Variable pitch propeller failure during flight»

3.9.4 Red TCU indicator lit up permanently (914UL)





 914UL engine only
The maximum authorized overboost pressure has been exceeded.
Reduce the engine rpm
Try to reach the nearest landing site
This excess should be noted in the Maintenance Manual.

3.9.5 Red TCU indicator flashing (914UL)




 914UL engine only
The full throttle operation time was exceeded (5 min max)
Reduce the engine rpm to bring it back in the max continuous power zone
This excess should be noted in the Maintenance Manual.

3.9.6 Red SENSORS indicator flashing (914UL)





 914UL engine only
This flashing shows a defective sensor, a cabling or TCU defect, or a leak in the air box.
Reduce the engine rpm to bring it back in the max continuous power zone
This excess should be noted in the Maintenance Manual.
The engine performance can be affected
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3.9.7 TCU power supply failure (914UL)





 914UL engine only
In the case of the power failure, the actuator stays in its current position
Adjust the engine rpm to bring it back in the max continuous power zone
This excess should be noted in the Maintenance Manual.
The engine performance can be affected

3.9.8 Water cooler fan malfunction







A thermocouple manages the operation of the fan for the range 82° / 92°C.
The fan is protected by a breaker (FAN)
If the CHT temperature exceeds the limitations (SEE SECTION 3.9.9 below), this may mean a malfunction in
the fan.
Reduce the engine rev and level the flight path
When stopping the engine after a long taxiing on the ground, le fan can carry on working for some seconds.
Do not let the fan in operation more than 30 seconds to avoid discharging the battery.

3.9.9 Engine indicators over limits
 Exceeding the max engine speed (Red arc > 5800 rpm))


Reduce the engine speed

Reminder: The push rods are subject to a full audit in case of exceeding the engine speed for more than 1 minute (between
5800 and 6200 rpm).

 Exceeding the max oil pressure during flight (red arc > 7 bar or < 1 bar)



Reduce the engine power to the minimum
Try a safe landing




Stop immediately the engine
Check the oil circuit



Reduce the engine rpm and level the gyroplane in flight

 Exceeding the max oil pressure on the ground (red arc > 7 bar or < 1 bar)

 Exceeding the max oil temperature (Red arc >130°C)
Reminder: The oil circuit is subject to a full audit in case of exceeding the maximum temperature of 160°C during 15 minutes or
more.

 Exceeding the maximum engine head temperature (Red arc >135°)


Reduce the engine rpm and level the gyroplane in flight

Reminder: The complete cooling system is subject to a full audit in case of exceeding even briefly the maximum temperature
between 135°C and 160°C.

Note: Any abnormality should be marked in the maintenance Manual, showing the date, time, HOBBS time, and
abnormality duration

3.10

Fire in the engine compartment


Please refer to SECTION 3.6 « Emergency landing »
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3.11

Loss of visibility through the canopy

In case of persistent fog or frost on the canopy, or in case of colliding with a bird :
 Open the air vents
 Keep flying level
 Stabilize the air speed around 50 kts (90km/h / 56 mph)
 Stabilize the gyroplane in yaw so as to keep a field of vision through one of the doors

ATTENTION
The air vents situated in the aircraft nose (each side of the landing light) are dimensioned to
ensure an efficient demisting of the windshield during flight. They should never be obstructed.

3.12

Abnormal rotor vibrations

The flight controls, the rotor head, the blade hub and the blades, should be thoroughly checked during pre-flight check.
The rotor must be operated by hand to detect noise and abnormal ball bearing free play.
Abnormal vibrations could be caused by :
 Excessive or abnormal wear of the bearing
 A default in the tightening torque of one of the connecting or adjusting bolts
 A chock or dirty blades (SEE SECTION 8.3 « Cleaning »)
 Icing on the rotor may also cause vibrations, and severe loss of drift
Try to land as soon as possible (SEE SECTION 3.6, « Emergency landing »)

DANGER
Reminder :
 The flight controls, the rotor head, the blade hub and the blades, should always be
thoroughly checked during pre-flight..
 The rotor should be turned by hand during pre-flight to detect abnormal ball bearing
noise.

3.13

Landing and taxiing with deflated tyre

Maintaining directional control can be done with an adequate effort on the rudder pedals.
 Always land into wind, if possible on the grass, with minimal speed.

3.14

Variable pitch propeller failure during flight

 On the ground :
Check is done on the ground, at the engine run-up position, during the pre-flight checks:
 Engine on full throttle, blades at low pitch, the engine rpm should not exceed the maximum engine
recommendation of 5800 rev/min
 The visual pitch indicator should be on low pitch (-)
 The MAP pressure should be around 1300/1320 hPa
If these conditions are not fulfilled, the flight should not be attempted.
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 During flight :
 In case of an hydraulic problem in the circuit, the propeller comes back automatically in low pitch
 Adapt your engine revs to this propeller pitch
 In case of an electric breakdown, the propeller will stay on the last indicated pitch.

3.15

Problems for stopping the engine

In the case where the engine continues to run when the ignition key has been switch to the OFF-position:


 912ULS engine
Engine at idle, open the choke completely, then 10 seconds later, suddenly apply full throttle



 914UL engine
Switch off both pumps 1 and 2 – switches on OFF-position). The engine will stop in less than a minute.
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SECTION 4

NORMAL PROCEDURES



4.1

Safety speeds



4.2

Preparation of the flight



4.3

Moving the gyro on the ground



4.4

Pre-flight inspection



4.5

Installation on board



4.6

Starting the engine



4.7

Taxiing



4.8

Pre-flight checklist



4.9

Alignment – Rotor pre-rotation – Take-off run



4.10

Initial Climb



4.11

Cruise



4.12

Descent



4.13

Approach



4.14

Landing



4.15

Go-around



4.16

After landing



4.17

End of flight



4.18

Parking



4.19

Special procedures : Short landings



4.20

Special procedures : autorotation



4.21

Training to land with engine off



4.22

Noise limitations

You will find in this SECTION the full list of procedures to apply for a normal use of your aircraft.
We draw your attention on the fact that this list should not replace experience and pilot’s judgment.
Note: The J-RO DTA can be used with its two doors, or without doors (SEE SECTION 7-2)
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4.1

Safety speeds






4.2

 Reminder :
Velocity for best climb rate: 54 kts (100 km/h / 62 mph)
Velocity for best lift-to-drag ratio : 54 kts (100 km/h / 62 mph)
Cruising speed : 70 kts (130 km/h / 80.6 mph)
Approach speed : 50 kts (90 km/h / 56 mph)
Take-off : downwind speed should not exceed 8 kts (15km/h / 9 mph)

Preparation of the flight








4.3

Flying under stress, when tired, under the influence of alcohol or medicine reducing alertness, is forbidden.
During pre-flight check, or during take-off and landing phases, you should not be distracted by phone calls..
The pilot should know the specificities of its aircraft, how to operate it, and its flight envelope.
The pilot should know the limitations and guidance written in this manual, especially SECTION 2 « Limitations
and performances », SECTION 5 « Performances » et SECTION 6 « Weight and balance »
The pilot should respect the flight and ground regulations in the area where he will operate.
The pilot should be aware of the aerology constraints and the evolution of the weather.
The pilot will use the lists proposed in this manual as an help

Moving the gyro on the ground






Engine stopped, ignition in the OFF-position
Position yourself at the back of the machine
Push it using the base of the propeller blades (nearest to the propeller hub)
Direct it by actioning (gently !) the mobile part of the tail plane
It is forbidden to push the gyroplane (SEE placards « DO NOT PUSH » :
 using the mobile part of the tail plane,
 using the vertical stabilizer
 using , the side winglets
 using the doors
 using the rear gear covers
 using the wheel fairings

X

X

X

X

ATTENTION
It is forbidden to lean on or to move the machine using the doors the side winglets or the mobile
part of the tail plane.
It is forbidden to sit down on the stabilizer.
.
IMPORTANT NOTE
When the machine is moved backwards on rough ground, the rear suspension geometry can
cause a slight warpage of the gear legs upward.
A few moves forward will bring the suspension back in its initial position.
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4.4

Pre-Flight inspection




The pre-flight inspection must be done before each flight, without being interrupted, calmly and with method.
It allows you to visually ensure a correct installation and the lack of wear of the machine components.
This inspection should not replace the maintenance operations to perform periodically (see maintenance
manual) or the specific operations demanded after Service Bulletins.

We provide below a 7 steps logical approach, dealing with the main points. Please feel free to include in your own list
other specific points.
Preliminary conditions:





Enough fuel for the planned flight (+10 litres as safety)
Clean machine (Canopy inside and outside, doors, rotor, propeller,…)
General appearance satisfactory
Up to date documents

7
6

1

2
5
4
3




Position the machine headwind,
Check that the ignition key is in the OFF-position, then :

1
Unfasten and take out the upper engine cover and check :
 Oil level (minimum => half way up the oil gauge
 Mountings of the oil tank, thermal valve for oil,
pipes (wear…)
 Coolant level in the expansion tank (mini line)
 Carburettors (air filter, flanges, clean overflow hose,…)
 Gas and choke levers on their rear position
=> In doubt, manipulate the gas and choke levers
 Gas and choke lines, coupling
 Fuel circuit (hoses wear, fuel filter(s),…)
 Cables and spark plug caps (wear of the cables, caps in place,…)
 Engine mount (silent blocs, bolts,…)
 Exhaust system (ball joints ; springs, nuts, safety wires,…)
 Water radiator, covers (mountings, silent blocs, …)
 Water pipes, expansion tank (wear, mountings,…)
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Oil cooler, pipes (wear, mountings,…)
Electrical circuit (mountings, panel, wear,…)
Electric Trim, control spring, cable (mountings, wear)
Compressor, valve, air pipes (mountings, wear,…)
Pre-rotator system, belts, pulleys, roller, control horn,
control bungee (wear, …)
Flexible shaft (wear, mounting)
Propeller (condition, mounting…)
Rotor control rods and rockers (ball joints, nuts, …)
T of command (ball joints, nuts, rear tightening ,…)
Upper removable beam mounting plates (nuts, …)
Bulk firewall and lower engine cover (wear, mounting, …)
Purge the fuel tank (use the supplied aluminium tube )
Put back and fasten the upper engine cover (1/4 turn screws)

Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control-manipulate
Visual control-manipulate
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control-manipulate
Visual control-manipulate

ATTENTION
The propeller should be turned by hand only, in its normal rotation direction, i.e. counter-clockwise
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2





Protection and holding strap for the rotor
Air inlet for the Pitot tube
Air intake around the landing light (canopy and cabin venting)
Canopy (cleanliness, scratches,…)

Take out
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control







Upper air inlet cover not plugged
Right door : hinge
Right door : locks
Right suspension cover
Right wheel fairing : mountings (nuts and bolts, …)

Visual control
Visual control - operate
Visual control - operate
Visual control
Visual control

3
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4









Lower fairing in place (mounting screws)
Tail tube
Mounting of the propeller protection (option)
Lower engine cover in place : ¼ turn screws
Exhaust outlet centred
Upper engine cover in place : ¼ turn screws
Flexible shaft free pathways
Control rods free pathways

Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control






Stabilizer (bolts with safety wires at the lower and front mounting points)
Tail plane and push-pull cables (wear, mountings, …)
Tail plane and stabilizer upper joint (free play, …)
Tail plane base (mounting, bolts with safety wires, …)

Visual control
Visual control-manipulate
Visual control-manipulate
Visual control

5
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6







Left door : hinges
Left door : locks
Left suspension cover
Left wheel fairing : Mountings (nuts and bolts)
Fuel tank cap closed
Fuel level (Never exceed the red line on the gauge tube)

Visual control - operate
Visual control - operate
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control
Visual control

IMPORTANT NOTE
FUEL: Never exceed 70 litres (the red line on top of the gauge tube)
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7













Vertical beam (flexible shaft safety wire,…)
Rotor head (bolts, …)
Rotor head fixing plates (bolts, …)
Rotor head stops (bolts, …)
Pre-rotator system (Bendix, dented wheel, flexible shaft ends, …)
Rotor brake (drum cam, cable, sheath, …)
Cable and sensor for the rotor indicator
Cable and sheath for the trim (mounting on the rotor head)
Control rods (ball joints, bolts, …)
Rotor blades (condition of the leading edge, cleanliness, bolts, …)
Blades holder (free play, operating noise, cleanliness, …)
Rotor head (free play, wear, ball bearings noise)
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4.5

Installation on board

Installation on board is done from the right side of the aircraft, throttle and brake levers being situated on the left side.




Position the machine into wind
Open the door gently from the right side, paying special attention to the complete release of the two handles.
Help the door to rise safely, without pushing on it








 Passenger :
Open the safety harnesses front and back
Separate the belts of the rear harness
If the raiser cushion is used, position it at the bottom of the seat
When flying alone, position the raiser cushion vertically, held firmly in place by the rear safety harness
When flying alone without doors, the raiser cushion will be removed from the gyroplane (SEE SECTION 7.2
“Canopy and doors” and SECTION 7.3 “Seats and harness”)
Unclip the upper belt of the front harness (on the right side bar of the rear seat)
Tilt the front seat forward
Install the passenger
Adjust the belts of the harness and lock the central buckle
Put back the front seat in place
Clip in place the upper belt on the right side of the front harness










 Pilot :
Separate the belts of the rear harness
Seat down on board
If needed, get out of the machine to adjust the rudder pedals (SEE SECTION 7-7 « Flight controls »)
Tilt down the right door, then lock the handles front AND back
Check the front AND back locks of the left side door
Adjust the belts of the harness and lock the central buckle
Unlock the stick holding cable and check the full travel of the stick
Check the full travel of the rudder pedals side to side







IMPORTANT NOTE
Installation on board is done from the right side, aircraft into wind.

ATTENTION
When flying alone on board without doors, the raiser cushion will be removed from the
gyroplane. The switch “Doors” will be on the « NO » position.

DANGER
It is strictly forbidden to smoke on board
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4.6

Starting the engine

(Please refer to the ROTAX User Manual)

 912ULS / 914UL engine


Put the « MAIN » switch on « ON » position (See 7.8) : the instruments will light up
 912ULS & 914UL : The charge indicator lights up
 912ULS & 914UL : The oil pressure alarm indicator lights up
 914UL : The TCU and SENSORS indicators light up for 1 or 2 seconds, then go off



Perform a few movements back and forth with the throttle position, then position the gas lever on all reduced
(lever to the back)
Ensure free access to the engine ignition key / ignition selector, starter.
Secure the machine with the parking brake
Check that the stick is positioned full forward
Check that nothing could be sucked by the propeller
Check that nobody stands near the propeller : « PROP CLEAR » (See SECTION 10-1)
Action the choke upwards (except if the engine has been running shortly before)
Position the gas lever in the idle position (10% of the course).
914UL : Switch on electrical pump n°1
Variable pitch propeller (if installed) => low pitch
Turn the ignition key on « START » to operate the starter motor
Note: The starter motor should not be operated continuously more than 10 seconds, followed by 2 minutes
cooling time.
Let the engine run at 2000 rpm. 912ULS & 914UL engines : The charge indicator should go off
The oil pressure should rise quickly, in less than 4 seconds (1,5 to 6 bars), and the oil pressure alarm indicator
should go off
Take out the choke (Choke will thus be maintained for around 10 seconds)
Let the engine run at medium revs (2200/2500 rpm) until the oil temperature indicator starts to move up and
shows a value equal or above 50°C.
The ignition selection should be done at 3500 rpm. The engine speed when running on only one of the two
circuits should not drop more than 300 rpm, the difference between the two (L and R) never exceeding 120
rpm. Turn the key on 1 (or L) 5 seconds, then on 2 (or R) 5 seconds, then come back to 1+2 (ou BOTH).
Switch on the radio, and check the communications


















Note : On the ground, engine idling, it will be necessary, to avoid draining the battery :
1° Not to start:
 The landing light
 Pump n°2
2° Not to stay running idle a long time in high temperature conditions (SEE SECTION 2.14)

ATTENTION
The oil pressure should stabilize in less than 4 s. An unstable oil pressure (oscillating between
0.5 and 3 bars) is a sign of air entering the lubrication system =>
Stop the engine immediately.
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ATTENTION
At the waiting point:
 Avoid a long running time for the engine, to minimize overheating (oil/coolant)
 Avoid running a long time at idle on warm conditions => The fan operation would drain the
battery in a few minutes (2 to 5 min)
Position yourself headwind.
Note : It is highly advised to stay below 120° on the cylinder head temperature indicator. After an
engine run-up at full throttle, it is advised to leave the engine running at 3000 rpm for at least 30
seconds to avoid the building up of vapors in the cylinder head.

DANGER
Before operating the starter motor, always check that nobody stands near the propeller
« PROP CLEAR »

DANGER
Machine will never be left alone, engine running, without anybody seated in the front seat.

4.7

Taxiing





Release the parking brake rack
Maintain the stick in the forward position
Perform the radio procedure checks if necessary
Always taxi slowly (maximum 8 kts (15 km/h / 9 mph)

ATTENTION
On the ground, due to low side stability, taxiing should always be performed at low speed
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4.8

Pre-flight Checklist

Done at the waiting point, the pre-flight checklist (A.C.H.E.V.E.R. is a French acronym for “Finishing”) is an important
check that should never be sacrificed. This procedure is the privileged moment to concentrate on your flight and
perform the last checks.

A (Attached)



Your passenger and yourself have correctly buckled your 4 points harness
All the objects in the cabin are correctly secured

C (Controls)







Wait for the oil temperature to reach 50°C
Ignition check at 3500 rpm (maximum 300 rev drop and 120 rev between L and R)
Reposition the ignition key on the « BOTH » position.
Release the stick retainer
Check the full travel of the roll command
Check the travel of the stick for pith, from full forward to centre

H (Helical)





Variable pitch propeller => « Low Pitch »
Accelerate the engine to reach maximum rev compatible with the brakes. You should never feel vibrations
from the propeller.
Then pull back the throttle in idle position abruptly : The engine should not stop
Check that the choke is OFF

E (Energy)


Check that the fuel level is compatible with the intended flight.

V (Verify instruments)




Check the flight instruments (barometric pressure,…) and the engine parameters
Switch on the landing light and the strobe (heating system if necessary)
 914UL engine
Start pump n°2

E (External)


Watch out (traffic, wind strength and direction, …)

R (Radio)



Check the radio
Check the locking of the doors
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Alignment – Rotor pre-rotation – Take-off run

4.9

 Waiting point :







Perform the pre-flight checklist (SEE SECTION 4.8 above)
Visually check the traffic and the necessary radio communications
Un-trim completely
(« Hat switch » to the front => the green « Trim » indicator should light up)
Check that the stick is free from its retaining cable
Maintain the stick full forward
Release the rotor brake

 On the tarmac :
























Align the gyroplane with the runway (preferably into wind)
Stop the machine
The rotor should be approximately 90° from the axis of the machine
Conduct a full travel with the stick (roll/pitch axis)
Maintain the brake lever on, engine at the idle
Ensure that the parking brake lock is released
The red lights for the doors and the rotor brake should be off
Check that the trim is completely un-trimmed : Green Trim indicator lit up
Check that nobody stands near the rotor (SEE SECTION 10-2 )
Accelerate the engine to 2200 rpm
Push the pre-rotator button (Red button on the upper left part of the stick)
The engine rev will drop 300 to 400 rpm
Let the rotor start to move and synchronize with the engine speed
Apply throttle very gently until the rotor reaches 160 rpm (2400 rpm at the engine)
Slowly pull the stick to fully aft
You can carry on with pre rotation up to 220/240 rpm (3300/3600 rpm for the engine)
Release completely the brake lever
Apply full throttle (You will need at least 5200 rpm for a safe take-off)
Maintain lateral control and keep aligned with the runway
Let the gyroplane take-off
Maintain control in yaw and pitch
Let the machine accelerate in ground effect to reach 100 km/h
Start to climb

DANGER
Until 160 rpm pre-rotation preocedure will be done with the stick in full forward position

DANGER
Before operating pre-rotator system, check:
 Rotor area clear
 Rotor brake lock released
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DANGER
Gyroplanes are higly manoeuvrable at low speed. However, no maneuvre should be attempted
near to the ground.

ATTENTION
Pressure on the pre-rotator button should be applied until the end of the procedure.
If the pre-rotation is interrupted, stop the rotor before retry.

ATTENTION
Do not start pre-rotation at revs higher than 2300 rpm

ATTENTION
Pre-rotation => Maximum theoretical rotor speed never to exceed: 280 rpm

Table for theoretical synchronisation speeds between the rotor and the engine (in rpm) :
Rotor

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

Engine

2100

2400

2700

3000

3300

3600

3900

4200
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4.10







Initial Climb
Perform climb at the speed of 54 kts (100 km/h / 62 mph)
Start reducing throttle when reaching 500 ft height to minimize noise
Adjust Trim
Check the engine instruments, particularly oil and water temperatures.
Never exceed 5 min at full throttle
Height for safe maneuvers is 500 ft

ATTENTION
Full throttle can only be maintained five minutes maximum.
Check oil pressure as well as oil and cylinder head temperatures.
Avoid any abrupt engine reduction or engine stops under 500 ft.

DANGER
Altitude / Temperature / High load => Take-off distance increase

4.11





Cruise
Adjust throttle below the maximum continuous power speed of 5500 rpm
Adjust Trim
Variable pitch propeller : Operate the blade pitch, respecting the manifold pressure (MAP) prescribed by
ROTAX (SEE SECTION 5 « Performances »)
Reminder :
Velocity never to exceed (VNE) : 97 kts (180 km/h /111.6 mph)
Design cruising speed (VC): 70 kts (130 km/h / 80.6 mph)
Maximum velocity in turbulent air: VA: 70 kts (130 km/h / 80.6 mph)


4.12





4.13







914UL Engine
 Stop pump n°2

descent
Reduce throttle
Adjust Trim
Variable pitch propeller => « Low pitch »
Approach speed 50 kts (90 km/h / 55.8 mph)

Approach
Check the instruments values, particularly the oil and water temperatures
Check that the parking brake lock is released
Maintain a descending speed around 50 kts (90 km/h / 55.8 mph)
Adjust this speed according to the temperature, altitude, atmosphere stability, strength of the wind, …
Adjust Trim
Control the descending slope with the help of the engine


Variable pitch propeller: set the speed to 5700 rpm, i.e. low pitch.
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4.14













Landing
Maintain approach speed until reaching approximately 5m above the runway
Reduce throttle
Pull gently the stick and let the machine sink and touch the ground with the main wheels first
Ease the stick forward to lower the front wheel
Maintain control in yaw
Push the stick to the front progressively
Slow the machine down
Wait for the rotor speed to drop below 200 RPM before clearing the runway
When in windy conditions, position the stick into wind in the roll axis
« Un-trim » completely => « hat switch » forward - the green indicator lights up
Use the rotor brake from 150 rpm downward
Secure the stick in forward position by using the retaining cable.

ATTENTION
During take-off and landing, avoid excessive nose-up attitude:
The rear part of the tail beam or the tail plane should never touch the ground.

4.15






4.16






4.17












Go-around
Perform the landing procedure until the wheels are in contact with the ground
Apply full throttle
Maintain control in yaw
Let the machine accelerate to 54 kts (100 km/h / 62 mph)
Start climb (SEE SECTION 4.10 « INITIAL CLIMB »)

After landing
Stick full forward
Maximum taxi speed 8 kts (15km/h / 9 mph)
Large radius turns possible => Rotor speed below 50 rpm (SEE SECTION 2.16 « Turning radius on the
ground »)
Maintain control in roll according to the strength and direction of the wind
Switch off the landing light (SEE SECTION 2.14 « Electrical consumption »
Note : Night flying (SEE SECTION 7.13.3 « Night flying – Optional equipment »)

End of flight
Stop the machine into wind
Engage the parking brake rack
Stop the rotor with the help of the rotor brake lever (on the bottom and left)
Secure the stick full forward with its retaining cable
Switch off the radio (and transponder)
912ULS : Let the engine run 30 s at 3000 rpm before cutting the ignition (OFF)
914UL : let the engine run 30 s at 3000 rpm, then 30 s on idle before stopping it
Remove the ignition key
Switch off the « MAIN » switch
Remove your harness
Open the right door to get out of the machine
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IMPORTANT NOTE
If the cooling fan keeps working after the engine is stopped, cut the « MAIN » switch after 30s to
avoid draining the battery

ATTENTION
The machine should be stopped into wind in order to continue venting the engine compartment.

ATTENTION
The exhaust pipe stays very hot several minutes after engine stops, and can cause burns.

ATTENTION
After switching off the « MAIN » switch, the discharge of the electrical circuit capacitor takes a
few seconds, during which the starter motor can still be operated.

4.18








Parking
Fasten the rotor blade tie-down.
Set the parking brake (use chocks if the ground is sloped)
Check that the main switch is OFF.
Check that the ignition key has been removed
Close the doors
Eventually install a canopy protection cover
Wait for complete cooling of the engine before covering the whole machine

ATTENTION
Strong wind => Stop the gyroplane into wind BEFORE opening the doors.
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4.19

Special procedures : Short landings

A short landing is performed the same way as a normal landing. It asks for a perfect mastering of the approach speed,
and to take into account the various environmental factors: Wind, height, temperature, weight
(SEE SECTION 5.3 « altitude / speed curve »)

4.20









Special procedures : autorotation
Start the procedure at a safe and sufficient height (minimum 1000 ft)
Watch out outside the machine for traffic, wind orientation and strength, …
Progressively reduce throttle down to 3500 rpm
Variable pitch propeller => « Low pitch »
Reduce speed
Maintain the J-RO slightly nose up
Watch out for the oil and Cylinder head temperatures
Stop the procedure at a minimum height of 500 ft. (SEE SECTION 5.3 « altitude / speed curve »)

Note: During autorotation, there is no dynamic cooling on the oil cooler and in the engine compartment. It is
therefore highly recommended to reduce autorotation duration when in warm weather conditions.

ATTENTION
Minimum height to stop autorotation => 500 ft

4.21

Training to land with engine off

The first time trainings for landing with engine off should be performed with a qualified instructor, in optimal conditions:
 Open field
 Reduced or no traffic
 Good weather conditions.
When starting the engine again, please ensure that the oil temperature lies above 50°C before applying full throttle.

4.22

Noise limitations

Acceptance of an aviation activity implies respect for the neighbourhood with:
 A rotor and a propeller perfectly clean and in good condition
 A climbing slope at the best rate of climbing 54 kts (100 km/h / 62 mph)
 Reducing the throttle as soon as a security height has been reached (500 ft mini)
 An economic cruise limiting noise
 The search of a path avoiding flying over houses, and respecting aeronautic rules.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Noise: The acceptance of our aviation activity means respecting local residents.
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SECTION 5

PERFORMANCES



5.1

Normal temperatures



5.2

Correction of the speed indicator



5.3

Polar curve height / speed



5.4

Speed



5.5

Climb rate



5.6

Take-off and landing distances



5.7

Diagram for altitude / temperature / take-off / Climb rate



5.8

Polar curve vertical speed / horizontal speed



5.9

Fuel consumption



5.10

Noise standards

You will find in this section the performance data of the J-RO. Flight tests have been performed with a J-RO up-to-date
and in perfect conditions:
 Well-tuned engine
 Clean and well keyed propeller
 Clean rotor
The parameters are expressed in standard conditions (15°C – 1013 hPa) with a Take-off weight of 560 kg for the
914UL engine, and 510 kg for the 912ULS engine.
Note: The DTA J-RO can be used with or without its two doors. Without the doors, Maximum speed is decreased 4%.
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5.1

Normal temperatures

The engine cooling system of the DTA J-RO has proved its efficiency from -20°C to 35°C, in the difficult conditions of
touch-and-go exercises in flight school.
Above 35°C, it is advised to remove the engine covers (upper and lower cover). The dynamic cooling of the shroud for
the water cooler is independent of the presence of the upper engine cover.

5.2

Correction of the speed indicator
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Example: The Air Speed Indicator (ASI) shows 86.4 kts (160 km/h / 99.2 mph) for a corrected air speed (CAS) of 90.7
kts (168 Km/h / 104.16 mph).
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5.3

Polar curve height / speed

This diagram shows the combination of height and speed data that should be used for a safe landing :


 Continuous red line following an autorotation or in case of engine failure
The start of the red line is at 500 ft, and no speed (SEE SECTION 4.20 « Special procedure : autorotation »)



 Dashed blue line
Shows the recommended approach speed
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43

54

Speed kts

5.4

Speed

The speeds have been measured during flight tests at 560kg. Please refer also to SECTION 2 for the limitations.






Minimum velocity when flying level at maximum continuous power (MCP) : 29.7 kts (55 km/h / 34.1 mph)
Velocity for best climbing slope (or maximum climbing slope) Vx: 50 kts (90 km/h / 56 mph)
Velocity for best climbing rate (or Best climbing rate) Vy : 54 kts (100 km/h / 62 mph)
Velocity for economic cruise : 59.4 kts (110km/h / 68 mph)
Velocity for fast cruise : 73 kts (135 km/h / 84 mph)
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5.5

Climb rate

The climb rate measures have been performed at 560 kg full throttle (TOP) for the 914UL and 510 kg for the 912ULS.

ft/mn
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5.6

Take-off and landing distances

Take-offs and landings have been demonstrated up to 20 kts (36 km/h / 22 mph) crosswind.
Measures have been taken on a grass track, without wind. Pre-rotation speed for the rotor was 260 rpm. The DTA JRO was equipped with a DUC FLASH II propeller fixed pitch.





 912ULS engine (MTOW 510 kg)
Take-off distance : 90 / 110 m
15m clearance distance : 300 m
Landing distance : 20 / 30 m
Landing distance after a 15 m clearance: 150 m






 914UL engine (MTOW 560 kg)
Take-off distance : 90 / 110 m
15m clearance distance : 300 m
Landing distance : 20 / 30 m
Landing distance after a 15 m clearance: 150 m
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5.7

Diagram for altitude / temperature / take-off / Climb rate

Distances for take-off and landing are indicated at sea level, in standard atmosphere (15°C). These distances, as well
as the associated speed and rate of climbs, will increase with temperature and/or altitude.
This diagram is used to calculate the additional take-off distance percentage and the decrease in the climb rate,
depending on temperature and altitude factors.

DTA POH J-RO

Altitude (in 1000 ft)

Ambiant Temperature (OAT)

Increase in take-off
distance (percentage)

Decrease in
climb rate
(percentage)
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Example : For an external temperature of 30°C and an altitude of 4000 ft the take-off distance would double, and the
climb rate would be drops 60%.

DTA POH J-RO

Altitude (in 1000 ft)

Ambiant Temperature (OAT)

Increase in take-off
distance (percentage)

Decrease in
climb rate
(percentage)
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5.8

Polar curve vertical speed / horizontal speed

The sink rate and vertical speed with idle engine depend on the forward speed.
In case of an engine failure, at the MTOW of 560kg, the sink rate the sink rate at 50 kts (90 km/h / 60 mph) will be 4.7
m/s (925 ft/min), so the ability to travel 1600 m for a 1000 ft altitude drop.
Note : These are measures taken in standard conditions, at sea level and 15°C.
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5.9

Fuel consumption

The fuel consumption shown below is and indicator. It is by no means a certified value, since the exact consumption
depends on many factors:
 MTOW
 Speed
 Piloting skills
 Cleanliness of the rotor, of the airframe, of the propeller (SEE SECTION 9 Variable pitch propeller)



5.10

Consumption at 70 kts IAS (130 km/h / 80.6 mph) : 15 litres/h
Consumption at 86.4 kts IAS (160 km/h /99.2 mph) : 20 litres/h

Noise standards

The DTA J-RO meets the German standard regarding noise emissions for microlights, i.e. a maximum of 68 dB at 150
m (« Lärmschultzverordnung für Ultraleichte Tragschrauber »)
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SECTION 6

6.1

WEIGHT AND BALANCE



6.1

General



6.2

Weight and balance document



6.3

Compliance with weight and balance



6.4

Weight and balance sheet (example)

General

The DTA J-RO must be operated only within the weight and balance limitations specified in SECTION 2.3 « Weight
and Balance limitations ».
 On-board loads and use of the aircraft outside these limitations could cause degraded performance and/or
dangerous flight conditions.

6.2

Weight and balance document

A weight and balance sheet is delivered with each machine. It shows the exact configuration of the delivered
gyroplane:
 Model (engine)
 Options
 Equipments
 Empty weight
 Centre of gravity
This sheet corresponds to the gyroplane coming out of the factory. Any changes will require an authorization from
DTA, shall be documented, and a new weight and balance sheet shall be issued.

6.3

Compliance with weight and balance

This gyroplane shall be used:
 With respect to the minimum and maximum shown weight for the front seat (60/110 kg)
 With respect to the maximum shown weight for the rear seat (110 kg)
 With respect to the maximum take-off weight specified depending on the engine :
 912ULS engine => 510 kg
 914UL engine => 560 kg
These elements are mentioned SECTION 2 « Limitations-Performances ».
Note : The Maximum Take-Off Weight is the addition of :
 The empty weight of the gyroplane with its optional equipments (SEE Weight and Balance Sheet),
 The total weight of the crew,
 The on-board fuel (density ~0.7),
 The weight of the luggage (SEE SECTION 7.21 « Luggage »).
 The weight of the doors (~14 kg) will be taken into account (SEE SECTION 7.2.1 « Doors removal »).
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6.4

Weight and balance sheet (example)

Aircraft weight and equipment
Type of aircraft : DTA J-RO 914UL

Date :

Registration :

18/02/2015

Serial N° :

Reference point for calculations
"+" in the hull on the firewall
over the passenger head
Authorized centre of gravity limits (mm)
Maximum front
0
Maximum rear
-100

025

Design points
MTOW
Empty measured weight
Useful load
Minimum load forward seat
Tolerances on weight

560,00 kg
285,50 kg
274,50 kg
60 kg
1,00 kg

Equipments
delivered with the
aircraft

Present on
the machine

Manufacturer

Lever arm

Weight (kg)

Generated
torque

Doors
Radio
Transponder
GPS
Instructor commands
Variable pitch
Thermo valve water
Thermo valve oil
Canadian heater
Heater
Skyview 10,1"
Rear skis
Front skis
Night flight
Propeller protection

Yes

DTA
F.u.n.k.e.
F.u.n.k.e.

710
1720

14,00
0,80

1720
1720

0,80
0,80
2,60
4,11
0,60
0,60
2,70

Yes

DTA

No

DUC

No
Yes

Frantz
Frantz

No
Yes
No
No
No

DTA

745
-377
-170
-170
-190

Dynon
DATUM Inc
DATUM Inc

1940
1760
0
1760

0,30
1,80
16,40
5,45

No
No

AVEO
ULP Aviation

-2183
-1140

0,35
0,60

9940
1376
1376
1376
1937
-1549
-102
-102
-513
582
3168
0
9592
-764
-684

750,44

18,3

13733

Yes
No
No

Garmin

Total of weight and moments

45,7
Conform
Invalid

Values entered manually
Calculation results in bold
Centering balance out of the factory

Reference point and measurement procedure
The reference plane BE is formed by the composite shape in the
hull at the back of the passenger head. Using a bubble level,
up the nose wheel until the reference plane is vertical. The machine
is positioned. See drawing and photos beside for details

The measurement is performed according to manufacturer
The calculated CG position is within the allowable range
The equipped items shown in the adjacent list were installed during the weight measurement

Signature
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Aircraft centering balance
Type of aircraft : DTA J-RO 914UL

Date :

Registration :

Serial n° :

18/02/2015
025

kg

Lever arm
(mm)

Generated
torque
(kg.mm)

Weight measurements
Main gear Left (G1)

144,60

-160,0

-23 136,00

Main gear Right (G2)

144,80

-160,0

-23 168,00

Nose wheel (G3)

14,40

1640,0

23 616,00

Weight synthesis

MTOW

560,00 kg

Empty weight

285,50 kg

Total useful load

274,50 kg

Equipment weight

18,30 kg

Weight including equipment

303,80 kg

Usable load

256,20 kg

Result for weight and centering mesured
Total measured weight

303,80

Total generated torques

-22688,00

CG empty weight (=Torque/Total weight) :
Conformity with authorized limits

G3

DTA POH J-RO
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SECTION 7

EQUIPMENTS



7.1

Airframe, landing gear, hull, tail plane



7.2

Canopy and doors

7.2.1

Doors removal



7.3

Seats and harness



7.4

Tank and fuel circuit



7.5

Power plant (engine, water and oil circuit, propeller, cooling)



7.6

Rotor



7.7

Flight controls (generalities, rudder, stick, trim, rotor brake, brakes)



7.8

Engine controls (gas and choke levers, ignition switch)



7.9

pre-rotator system (safeties)



7.10

Instructor commands



7.11

Instrument panels

7.11.1

Standard Analogue panel

7.11.2

Skyview DYNON 10’’ VHF DYNON 8.33 (optional equipment)

7.11.3

Skyview DYNON 10’’ VHF (optional equipment)

7.11.4

XTREM MGL EFIS & EMS (optional equipment)

7.11.5

Auxiliary panel



7.12

Electrical circuit



7.13

Nav/Position/strobe lights, landing light, anticollision lights, night flight

7.13.1

Nav/Position/strobe lights, anticollision lights (optional equipment)

7.13.2

Landing light (Standard equipment)

7.13.3

Night flight (optional equipment)



7.14

Intercom (optional equipment)



7.15

Static and total pressure



7.16

Sensors and indicators



7.17

Heating system (optional equipment) :

7.17.1

Heating system

7.17.2

« Canadian » heating system

7.18

Protecting covers and rotor attachment

7.18.1

Parking protection covers (optional equipment)

7.18.2

Rotor attachment (serial equipment)



7.19

Skis (optional equipment)



7.20

Propeller protection (optional equipment)



7.21

Luggage



You will find in this SECTION the J-RO description and the description of its standard equipments. The optional
equipments are described in SECTION 9.
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7.1

Airframe, landing gear, hull, tail plane

The gyroplane airframe is a mechanically assembled frame, 4130 and 304 steel alloys, on which will be mounted:
 The front fork with its free wheel
 The gear legs (High resistance dural) with braked Beringer wheels
 The vertical beam with the rotor
 The rotor controls (roll/pitch)
 The rudder pedals, with the rudder control system using push-pull cables
 The power plant
 The hull, including the dashboard, the front seat and the firewall bulk
Note: engine covers, gas control levers and doors are fixed to the hull.
 The fuel tank/back seat
 The back of the front seat
 The front and back harnesses
 The propeller protection (optional)
 The tail
Note: the hull and the tail plane are made in a carbon/epoxy/glass fibre composite (GRP et CRP)
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7.2

Canopy and doors
















 Canopy
The canopy is made of aeronautic Plexiglas GS241, as for the door transparents.
It is glued to the composite hull with the help of structural polyurethane adhesive.
The cleaning of the canopy and the door transparents should exclusively be done with products compatible
with this type of Plexiglas.
 Doors (optional equipment)
Opening of the doors is done upwards (butterfly doors), around a bolted hinge.
A gas cylinder balances the weight of the door when opened.
Two hooks (front and back) lock the door closed.
The rear hook will close a limit switch (Pre-rotator safety)
Each door hosts 2 snap in air vents diameter 80, that can modulate venting
The safety switch of the doors (« Doors ») will be positioned on « YES »
Note : It is recommended to park the machine headwind in the relative wind to open the doors

 Access on board
It must be done only with engine stopped
Levers being situated on the left side, people will enter the machine from the right
Place the person in the back seat first, tilting the back of the front seat forward to help.

7.2.1 Doors removal:
The DTA J-RO can be used with both its doors, only one door, or without them (SEE SECTION 2.15 « Lateral
Doors »).
The operation of removal and installation of the doors is preferably carried out by two people.
 Open the door, hold it open, and remove the gas cylinder (spring clips at each end
)
 Keep the door in its position, resting on the shoulder of one operator, taking care of not switching it up (to
avoid forcing it on the top of the hull)
 Remove the pin of the hinge by sliding it forward (
)and remove the door
 Slide it back in the part of the hinge screwed on the door, and protect the door for storing
 The safety switch of the doors (« Doors ») will be positioned on « NO »
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7.3

Seats and harness
















 Front seat
The front seat is part of the hull.
It receives an ergonomic cushion made with high density foam and covered.
This cushion is held in position by Velcro
The seat back can be removed
 The seat back can tilt forward to ease access to the back seat (it is necessary to unbuckle the straps
of the front harness).
 The angle of the seat back is adjustable on the ground: 3 positions –push-pin.

 Front harness
The lap belts will be positioned at hips height, and held tight.
The shoulder straps of the front seat are removable (automotive locks)
The four straps of the harness are adjustable
 Back seat
The fuel tank acts as a seat. It is covered with a finish material.
A removable raiser cushion, made with high density foam and covered, allows an adjustment of the seat
height.
In case of solo flying, position the raiser cushion vertically, firmly held in place by the safety harness
In case of solo flying without doors, or with only one door, do not leave the cushion inside the gyroplane.
(SEE SECTION 4-5 « Installation on board »)
 Rear harness
The lap belts will be positioned at hips height and held tight.
The four harness straps are adjustable
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7.4

Tank and fuel circuit











 Fuel tank (SEE SECTION 8.4 « Filling up the fuel tank »)
Total contents : 70 litres
Material : cross-linked low density polyethylene rotomoulded (with finish material)
Purge spring at the lowest point (Remaining volume 0.12 litre)
Note: A specific pipe is given to perform the draining of the tank (SECTION 4.4 « Pre-flight check »)
A transparent tube in the front face, left side, is used as a sight gage (
)
The instrument panel is equipped with an fuel level indicator Remaining volume : ~ 6 litres)
A finish material is applied on the tank
The filling is done from the left side. It is advised to perform the filling carefully.
Do not fill up above the red line figuring on the gage pipe (
).
The fuel cap is retained by a safety cable
It can be locked by the help of a key (SEE SECTION 8.4 « Filling up the fuel tank »)

Note : A removable extra tank, flexible, designed for aeronautic use, like the « Little buddy 10.5Gal » (40 litres)
TURTLEPAC, can also be attached to the back seat, for long distance solo flights only.



 Fuel circuit
The venting, the surge return (912ULS & 914UL engines), the lever gage and the filling hose are situated on
the left side of the tank, under a glass fibre cover (
).
The drain and the fuel hose fixing are positioned under the machine, at the front left of the tank



 912ULS engine
Tank => fuel tap=> filter => mechanical pump => T => Fuel return and carburettors Right and Left





 914UL engine
Tank => Fuel tap => filter => Y => Electric pumps 1 & 2 => Check valves 1 & 2 =>
Y => Pressure regulator => Fuel return and carburettors Right and Left
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7.5

Power plant

Two engines are offered:
 912ULS (MTOW limited to 510 kg)
 914UL (MTOW 560 kg)
For technical details concerning the use and the maintenance of these engines, please refer to the ROTAX (BRPPowertrain) documents, and also in this POH to following SECTIONS :
 1.10 : description
 2.10 - 2.11 - 2.12 - 2.13 : « Instruments, limitations in use, fluids »
 4.6 : « Starting the engine »
 4.17 : « End of Flight »
 Oil circuit (SEE SECTION 2.13 « Fluids » et SECTION 8.5 « Oil level »)
 The oil tank is positioned on the right side of the engine compartment
 It is necessary to remove the upper engine cover to get access to the cap of the oil tank
Note: This is a design choice, for only the removal of the engine cover allows for a thorough Pre-flight check
 The oil cooler is situated between the hull and the tail beam
Note: the radiator must be regularly cleaned (SEE SECTION 8.3 « Cleaning »)
 This oil circuit can be fitted with a thermal valve (optional equipment : SEE SECTION 9.9 « POWERPLANT »)
 Water coolant circuit (SEE SECTION 2.13 « Fluids » and SECTION 8.6 « Coolant level »)
 The water cooler is positioned flat over the engine
 The relative wind is guided through a specific shroud fixed on the cooler
Note: This shroud allows the J-RO to be operated even after all engine covers have been removed (SEE SECTION
2.01)
 An electric fan increases the speed of the air flow
 A temperature sensor regulates its operation, between 82 et 92°C (through an actuator)
 The CHT temperature indicator on the dashboard shows the cylinder heads temperature
 An access door on the right side gives access to the expansion tank and the fan
 The coolant overflow tank is set on the right side of the engine
 This water circuit can be fitted with a thermal valve (optional equipment, SEE SECTION 9.9
« POWERPLANT »)
Note : On the ground, engine stopped, under warm weather, do not let the fan run for more than 30s (SEE SECTION
4.17 « End of Flight »)
 Engine venting
The position of the water cooler, with its shroud and the fan, allows for efficient venting of the engine and its
cylinders
Note: Never block the intake air duct
 Periodic cleaning of the cooler is necessary (SEE SECTION 8.3 « Cleaning »)
 The side NACA intakes, the openings on the upper engine cover, the opening in the lower engine cover, the
hole around the propeller, have been designed for efficient venting : They should never be blocked
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7.6

 Air intake at the carburettors
912ULS engine only :
 The shroud for the water cooler is used as a deflector for cold air intake
914UL engine only :
 An air intake, situated on the lower engine cover, left side, and extended by a duct, allows for
a good feed for the air filter, and to cool the turbo. Never to be sealed.

 Propeller (SEE SECTION 1.11 « Propellers »)
Composite three bladed aluminium hub for the Ecoprop ARPLAST, Forged carbon fibre for the FLASH DUC
The DUC propeller is reinforced by an Inconel armouring.
Their pitch is adjustable on the ground
Variable pitch propeller DUC FLASHBLACK available as an option (SEE SECTION 9.2 « Variable pitch
propeller »)

Rotor






The blades are made of extruded aluminium.
The blades are fixed on the hub bar by two plates (the « hands ») with 8 bolts each.
The rotor is free to teeter.
Conicity is given by the hub bar
Manufacturing tolerances are very narrow ::
 Position of the CG for each blade to the mm
 Weight of each blade to the ½ gram
 Alignment to the mm
 The fine tunings are performed in flight before going out of the factory with the help of a vibration analysis
device (VIBREX) :
 Timing of the blades to the minute (1’)
 Tuning of the imbalance
Note: These settings should not be changed
 See the assembly instruction in case of transportation (SEE SECTION 8.14 «Rotor mount »)
 See the Maintenance Manual for the maintenance part.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
The rotor blades should be entirely cleaned before each flight.
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7.7

Flight controls (generalities, rudder, stick, trim, rotor brake, brakes)






 Generalities :
Direction of the flight and induced effects => Traditional « Airplane » direction
Yaw axis : A pressure applied forward with the right foot will turn the aircraft to the right, and vice versa
Pitch axis : Push the stick forward will pitch the machine down, and vice versa
Roll axis : Applying stick to the right will roll the machine to the right, and vice versa
A retaining cable placed in the middle of the hull allows to lock the stick full forward during parking.

DANGER
Maneuvres, moves of the stick, action on the rudder pedals, will always be done with slow and
low amplitude movements
 Setting rudder pedals :
The upper part of the rudder pedals slides in its mounting and thus provides 6 setting positions.
 5 to the front
 1 to the back
Note: Sliding backward the rudder pedal more could create the conditions for locking the control, if and only if the
foot pushes downwards (instead of pushing forwards)
 Locking the rudder pedal position is done through a push-pin
 A mechanical failsafe validates the chosen position.


Note : A removable cover protects the two control rods linking each of the rudder pedals

DANGER
Settings the rudder pedals:
To the front => 5 positions
To the back => 1 position
The chosen setting will be validated by the failsafe mecanism

 Rudder pedals full forward :
Push pins
5 positions
Push pin
Failsafe

Failsafe

 Rudder pedals full back :
1 position

Push pin +
failsafe
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Stick grip

Trim

PTT

Pre-rotator button

Retaining cable (parking)





 Rotor head control :
It is made with rigid rods, and M10 ball joints.
The stops of the rotor head in roll and pitch are located at the rotor head level.
While setting the controls and the stick position, special attention will be put on keeping the stops at the rotor
head level, and never in other points of the control chain.

 Pitch Trim
 When the pitch trim of the rotor in un-trimmed, a green indicator lights up on the auxiliary panel.
Note: The trim control on the stick grip is only active on the pitch axis. It is a standard 4 way switch (up/down, left/right)
in which only the vertical axis (up/down) is used.
Pre-rotation => SEE SECTION 4.9 « Alignment, rotor pre-rotation, take-off »









 Roll Trim (optional equipment)
The roll trim control is a standard 4 way switch (up/down, left/right) in which only the horizontal axis is used.
 Rotor brakes
The rotor brake lever is operated upwards to brake the rotor
When the rotor brake is operated, a red indicator shows up on the auxiliary panel (SEE SECTION 7.11.3
« Auxiliary panel »)
 Rear wheel brakes
To operate the wheel brakes, pull the brake lever against the throttle lever.
A metallic lock holds the brake lever during parking.
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Rear wheel brakes

Throttle lever

Rotor brake

Rear brake lock

Cover

7.8

Engine controls (throttle and choke levers, ignition switch)



 Throttle lever (Left hand – Photo SEE SECTION 7.7):
To increase throttle (increase the engine revs) => Tilt the lever to the front
To decrease throttle (decrease the engine revs) => Pull the lever to the rear




 Choke lever (right hand)
Cold engine, to activate the choke => Pull the lever upwards
To de-activate the choke with engine running => Push the lever downwards

Note : A cover protects this lever. It should not be taken apart.


7.9

 Ignition key (right hand)
The ignition key « OFF – L - R – BOTH - START» is used for :
 Switching on or off the engine => OFF / BOTH
 Checking each of the ignitions => L – R (Left –Right)
 Operating the starter motor => START

pre-rotator system (safeties)

Note : The start of the pre-rotation procedure is done at 2200 rpm, brakes J-RO, rotor « Clear »
(=> SEE SECTION 4.9 « Alignment, pre-rotation, take-off » and SECTION 10.2 « Rotor safety »)


When the switch is operated (stick grip, SEE SECTION 7.7), and if the safeties allow that operation, the
pneumatic compressor 12volts will be triggered.

 Chain of operations : Pre-rotator button (Stick handle) => safeties => 12v compressor => 3 ways valve =>
pneumatic cylinder => Rocker arm => roller => V-belts (Kevlar) => Start of the driven pulleys=> flexible shaft
=> Bendix => Start of the toothed wheel


The air coming from the compressor operates the cylinder rod linked to a rocker arm. Bolted to this lever arm,
a roller will put a set of 2 Kevlar V-belts in tension. This way, the upper pulleys (driven pulleys) will be set in
motion by the driving pulleys situated on the propeller axle. The power will be transmitted through a flexible
shaft to the toothed wheel under the rotor head by a Bendix (SEE SECTION 8.12 « Pre-rotator drive belts »)



Safeties (limit switches) mounted serially prevent operating errors during flight.
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Pre-rotation of the rotor will only be done if :
1° The left door is closed => the red indicator « Doors left » is OFF (the limit switch is located on the rear left
lock)
2° The right door is closed => the red indicator « Doors right » is OFF (the limit switch is located on the rear
right lock)
3° The rotor is not braked => The red indicator « Rotor » is OFF (the limit switch is located on the rotor brake
lever)
4° The rotor trim is in the « Un-trimmed » position
 Push the « Hat switch » of the trim forward until the green indicator lights up, then release the trim
switch. The green indicator stays lit.
Note: As long as the green indicator is lit, pre-rotation procedure is possible.
 When the « Hat-switch » is pull back, the gyroplane is said « Trimmed », the green indicator turns off,
and the pre-rotator system cannot be operated any longer.

DANGER
When the gyroplane is used without the lateral doors, a switch allows turning off their lock safety
switch (« Doors No » position).
When the gyroplane is used with its lateral doors, the safety switch for the locking of the doors
must at all times stay ON (« Doors YES » position)
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7.10

Instructor controls (optional equipment)

 Rear removable control stick equipped with PTT button, and held by a push-pin
Note: There is also a rear stick alone, without PTT button, called « Courtesy stick »


Rear rudder pedals



Throttle and brake levers with pre-rotator switch, and switches for trim and engine
Throttle lever

Brake lever
Engine stop switch

Pre-rotator button

Trim switch
DC throttle rod
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gusset

PTT button

Rear stick

PTT connector and
push-pin mounting

DC rudder pedal
right side
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7.11

Instrument panels

7.11.1 Standard analogue panel
9

8

10

7

11
12

6

13

5

14

15

16

4
3
2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

17
1

18

CHT Temperature
Rotor RPM indicator
Cigarette lighter
Oil Temperature
Cigarette lighter Breaker (3A)
Oil pressure
Engine RPM
ASI
Compass
Altimeter
VHF 8.33 (optional)
Fuel gauge
Hourmeter
Radio Breaker (3A)
Transponder Breaker (3A)
Ignition key CDI+ START
Manifold pressure (optional)
Transponder (optional)

Note: 10.1’’ or 7’’ tablets can be located in the centre part of the panel.

“Pictures are not contractual”
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7.11.2 Skyview DYNON 10’’ VHF DYNON 8.33 (optional equipment)

6
7
5

4

8

3
9

2

1

1. DYNON EFIS Skyview 10’’
Transponder integrated to the EFIS (optional)
2. Intercom DYNON panel (only when using also VHF control box DYNON)
3. Cigarette lighter
4. Cigarette lighter Breaker (3A)
5. ASI
6. Compass
7. Altimeter
8. Ignition key CDI+ START
9. VHF control box DYNON 8.33
Note : The DYNON glass cockpit can integrate additional navigation functions, relief of the landscape, airfield
frequencies, directional gyro,… It is therefore important to read, understand and get familiar with the multiple functions
of this instrument (SEE DYNON User manual)
To compensate for the event of a defect of the DYNON during flight, an analogue altimeter, an ASI and a 57mm
compass are installed.
 A spare Rotor tachometer does not seem sensible. Indeed, the rotor will not be affected by the loss of its
indicator, and will continue to rotate anyway.

ATTENTION
The use of an artificial horizon requires specific training

“Pictures are not contractual”
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7.11.3 Skyview DYNON 10’’ or equivalent EFIS (optional equipment)

7
6

8

9

5

4
10

3
11

2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1

DYNON EFIS Skyview 10’’ (or equivalent EFIS)
Transponder integrated to the EFIS (optional)
ASI
Cigarette lighter
Cigarette lighter Breaker (3A)
Variable pitch controller (optional equipment)
Variable pitch controller Breaker (optional equipment)
Compass
Radio Breaker (3A)
Radio (optional equipment)
Ignition key CDI+ START
Altimeter

Note: The DYNON glass cockpit, as other equivalent EFIS equipments, can integrate additional navigation functions,
relief of the landscape, airfield frequencies, directional gyro … It is therefore important to read, understand and get
familiar with the multiple functions of this instrument (SEE EFIS User manual)
To compensate for the event of a defect of the EFIS during flight, an analogue altimeter, an ASI and a 57mm compass
are installed.
 A spare Rotor tachometer does not seem sensible. Indeed, the rotor will not be affected by the loss of its
indicator, and will continue to rotate regularly.

ATTENTION
The use of an artificial horizon requests a specific training

“Pictures are not contractual”
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7.11.4 XTREME (MGL) (optional equipment)

7

6

8

9

5

10
4
11
3

2

1

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

12

Rotor rpm indicator MGL RV1
Cigarette lighter
Breaker for cigarette lighter (3A)
Reserve for a Ø 57 ASI
3A breaker for Ø 57 instrument
MGL Xtreme EMS + RDAC VD :
 Tachometer / Hourmeter
 2 x CHT / Oil temperature and pressure gauge indicators
 Voltmeter / OAT / Fuel indicator
Option: 4 x EGT, Fuell pressure, MAP with SP7 module
Compass
MGL Xtreme EFIS + SP6 module :
 Altitude, speed, compass, variometer
 Outside temperature / GPS (without map)
Option: Artificial horizon together with SP7 module
VHF breaker 3A
VHF (optional equipment)
Ignition key CDI + START
Reserve for Ø 57 altimeter

 A spare Rotor tachometer does not seem sensible. Indeed, the rotor will not be affected by the loss of its
indicator, and will continue to rotate even without it.

“Pictures are not contractual”
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7.11.5 Auxiliary panel (912ULS and 914UL)

Panel for « Night flying »



Switches :
 MAIN : Main electrical supply switch
 PUMP 1 (914UL) : Main pump (Directly powered by the engine tension regulator)
 PUMP 2 (914 UL) : Auxiliary pump (Powered through the battery)
 LAND : Landing light
 STROBE : Strobe and position lights (optional)
 Doors : 2 positions switch : With doors (YES) or without doors (NO)
Note: In the NO position, The alarm lights for door locks closed are not active any more



Breakers :
 VHF : (5A) Protects upstream the radio filter that powers the VHF ( another breaker on the main
panel)
 MAIN : (30A) Main power
 FAN : (16A) Water cooler fan
 EFIS : (3A) Main panel instruments
 LAND : (5A) Landing light
 PUMP 1 : (5A) Main pump
 PUMP 2 : (5A) Auxiliary pump
 TRIM : (3A) Electric trim



Red alarm lights:
 Charge : Battery Charge (912S & 914)
 TCU : 914UL only
 Sensors : 914UL only
Note: When powered, the TCU and Sensors light up for 1 to 2 seconds, then turn off
 Doors Left : Lock for the left door
 Doors Right : Lock for the right door
 Rotor : Rotor brake



Green light :
 Trim : Completely un-trimmed position

“Pictures are not contractual”
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7.12

Electrical circuit

The ROTAX alternator, 912ULS or 914UL, provides 13.6 volts DC. The electrical system consists of this alternator,
one rectifier-regulator, a battery, an electric beam, a general ON/OFF switch with power relays, a general protection
breaker (30A). A charge indicator validates the proper functioning of the alternator.
 Charge indicator.
When powered (Main switch), the charge Indicator (Red) will remain lit up as long as the engine is not running.
Engine functioning, lighting of this indicator shows a battery charge default (SEE SECTION 7-11 « Auxiliary
panel »)
 Battery
Our machines are serial equipped with a lithium – iron phosphate battery, Super B type (SB7800P) or equivalent.
(SEE specific document). The lifetime of this battery is around 5 years or ~1000 charge cycles.
 Please use only chargers specific to this kind of battery.
 Do not leave the J-RO with closed doors in full sunlight in the summer, because the temperature inside
the hull could raise above 60°, thus endangering the battery.
 Insufficient voltage :
If the electrical consumption gets too high, the battery voltage will drop. (SEE SECTION 2-14 « Electrical
consumption » et 3.9.3 « Voltage drop »)
 Table for electrical consumptions

Equipment

Power consumption

Water cooler fan + sensor
Electric Trim
Pneumatic Compressor
Strobe and position lights (Optional)
« Red Baron » strobe light (optional)
Landing light (optional)
VHF (optional)
Intercom (optional)
TRT (optional)
Dynon Skyview (optional)
Variable pitch propeller (optional)
DATUM skis
914 :
Electric pumps 914 (Qty 2)
TCU + Servomotor

8A
5A
10 A
1.9 + 1.9 A = 3.8 A
1.9 A
4.2 A
0.5 A Standby – 2.5 A transmitting
1A
0.8 A Standby – 2.5 A transmitting
3.5 A
5A
5A
~1.7 A / per pump
1.6 A

Reminder : The ROTAX 912ULS (or 914UL) alternator delivers 20 A at 4000 rpm (but only 7 A at 2000 rpm)
(SEE SECTION 2.14)
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7.13

Nav/Position/strobe lights, landing light, anticollision lights, night flight

7.13.1 Nav/Position/strobe lights (Optional equipment)
These lights are combined. They are positioned on both sides of the upper hull (SEE photo) and powered by a single
switch on the auxiliary panel marked « STROBE ».

7.13.2 Landing light (serial equipment)
The landing light is mounted as serial. It is powered by a switch on the auxiliary panel marked « LAND ».
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7.13.3 Night flight (optional equipment)
Reminder: Only VFR day flying is authorized for this gyroplane, except in some countries.
 Canada


The dashboard receives another complementary panel :
 Breaker for electric heating (16A)
 Breaker for rotor tachometer (3A)
 Breaker for compass (3A)
 Breaker for lighting of the compass
 Breaker for position lights and beacon (5A)
 Switch for position lights and/or Beacon

Note : For « Night Flight » the STROBE switch (
)
On the auxiliary panel powers only strobe lights





The position/strobe lights are positioned on the tail plane winglets.
The red strobe light, « Beacon » 360°, is located at the top of the vertical rudder.
A switch allows the lighting of :
 « NAV » => Only the navigation lights, (right & left)
 « NAV+BEACON » => The navigation lights (right & left) + the 360° Beacon strobe.
Note: The flight and engine instruments are backlit. Spare lighting is also supplied.

Note: In this configuration, the radio antenna is relocated on the left gear leg.
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7.14




Intercom (optional equipment)
The generally used intercom is the one supplied with the radio (for example FUNKWERK ATR833)
.
In the DYNON case, with the DYNON VHF 8.33 (optional equipment), an auxiliary box is positioned on the
main panel, left side (SEE SECTION 7.11)
The G.A jack plugs are located :
 At the front left on the instruments panel

 At the rear, on the left

7.15



Static and total pressure
The total pressure pipe is located at the nose of the gyroplane. It is connected to the instrument(s) by a hose.
The static pressure is either taken from a unique plug in the nose of the aircraft, or from two plugs positioned
each side of the hull.
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7.16

Sensors and indicators



Rotor tachometer. A sensor is located under the toothed wheel for the rotor pre-rotation.
The indicator is either on the left side of the main panel (SEE SECTION 7.11) or integrated to the glasscockpit



Engine: the indicators are described in SECTION 7.11, « Instrument panels ». The sensors are described in
the ROTAX manual.

7.17

Heating system (optional equipment)

7.17.1 Heating system:


A removable warm air intake, positioned under the water cooler, leads the outside air into the hull. This air is
warmed as it passes through the radiator fins. A valve on the firewall (
) allows to open, close or
modulate the air flow.
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7.17.2 « Canadian » heating system :


7.18

A removable warm air intake, located under the water cooler, , leads the outside air, either :
 Directly into the hull (SEE SECTION 7.17.2 « Heating system »)
 In an intercooler fixed on the exhaust. The air is then brought to the front of the hull by a
special duct (
).
A pull tab on the hull « roof » allows distributing and controlling of the air flow between the front and the rear of
the passenger compartment of the hull.

Protecting covers and rotor attachment

7.18.1 Parking protection covers : (optional equipment):








Fabric cover for canopy and doors
Fabric cover for canopy only
Fabric cover for engine covers
Fabric covers for wheel and suspension gear
Fabric cover for the tail plane
Fabric covers for the propeller
Fabric cover for the rotor head

7.18.2 Rotor attachment : (Serial equipment)
 The blade retainer is standard equipment for the gyroplane.
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7.19



Skis (optional equipment)
This optional equipment is made exclusively by DATUM Inc.
It is installed under the sole and exclusive responsibility of DATUM Inc. and ULP AVIATION (Canada)
(SEE Annex 4 « User manual DATUM »)
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 Addresses :
 DATUM Inc
9805 route des ormes Bécancour, Qc, Canada
G9H 3R4
Phone: (819) 297-2426 Fax: (819) 297-2425
E-mail: datumair@datumair.com Website: www.datumair.com

 ULP AVIATION (Authorized DTA J-RO dealer in Canda)
172 rue des Saules St Lambert de Lauzon, Qc, Canada
G0S2W0
Phone : (418) 559-4422
E-mail : daanctil@hotmail.com Website : www.ulpaviation.com
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7.20


7.21


Propeller protection (optional equipment)
This protection is fixed on the tail beam. It can be made of aluminium sheet or composite.

Luggage
The J-RO is not equipped with a luggage compartment.
 Bags can eventually be attached to the two rods on the sides of the rear seat, or put on the
back seat, retained by the safety harness.
 Check that they could by no means block or rub against the controls or controls chains.
 Take the luggage weight into account in the estimate weight. Never exceed 110 kg total on the
back seat (SEE SECTION 2.3 « Weight and balance limitations » and SECTION 6.3
« Compliance to weight and balance ».)
 A removable extra tank, flexible, specifically designed for aeronautic use, with a max capacity
of 40 litres, can be positioned and fixed on the rear seat (for instance : TURTLEPAC « Little
buddy » 10.5 Gal)
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SECTION 8

MAINTENANCE ROUTING SERVICING



8.1

Obligation to service your aircraft



8.2

General



8.3

Cleaning



8.4

Fuel : Filling up the fuel tank and draining the fuel tank



8.5

Oil level



8.6

Coolant level



8.7

Tyre pressure



8.8

Lubrication



8.9

Air Filter



8.10

Propeller



8.11

Battery



8.12

Pre-rotator drive belts



8.13

Flying in extreme temperature conditions



8.14

Removal and reassembly of the rotor



8.15

Transportation



8.16

Repairs and Maintenance

This SECTION provides the basic principles and requirements for the proper use of this gyroplane.
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8.1

Obligation to service your aircraft

The pilot/owner/operator is responsible for the airworthiness of its aircraft.
 Maintenance :
 France: Maintenance can directly be done by the pilot/owner himself, if he/she has the capacities and
knowledge, as well as the appropriate technical means.
 Other countries: Please get in touch with the civil aviation authority to which the gyroplane depends, to
know about specific regulations. Generally, maintenance is performed by a certified mechanic.
 Periodicity :
 1st inspection at 25 hours, then :
 Every 100 hours
 Every 500 hours
 Every 1000 hours
 Every 2 years
 Every 5 years
The Maintenance Manuals Gyroplane for the J-RO, the Service Schedule Gyroplane J-RO and the ROTAX 912ULS
and 914UL, detail the maintenance intervals, the type of inspection, as well as the time limits for use or storage.
Complementary inspections will be done after any incident or accident, and particularly:
 After a rough landing
 If the rotor strikes an obstacle
 If the propeller strikes an obstacle
 After any collision with a bird, an rc model or a drone
 After any electric chock (lightning bolt)
 In case of a short circuit or electrical incident
 If the limit values of the engine indicator have been exceeded (SEE SECTION 3.9.9 « Engine indicators over
limits »)
Note : If in doubt, do not hesitate to consult directly DTA sas.
Beyond these inspections, and these mandatory maintenance intervals, the pilot/owner/operator must ensure the
airworthiness of his gyroplane by checking rigorously his aircraft before each flight, (SEE SECTION 4.4 « Pre-flight
check ») as well as cleaning thoroughly his machine (SEE SECTION 8.3 « Cleaning »).

8.2

General

After each flight, your gyroplane must be stored away from wind, sun and moisture.
 In marine atmosphere, the combination of salt and moisture will create corrosion. Regular cleaning of the
machine will be needed.
 The sun, through U.V. rays, and heat, are premature aging factors for paintings, Plexiglas canopy and doors,
as well as the composite material (hull, tail plane …).

IMPORTANT NOTE
DTA will not be held liable for any damage or resistance decrease to elements of the gyroplane
caused by incorrect storage or use.
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8.3

Cleaning

A thorough cleaning of your gyroplane is the perfect occasion for a pre-flight (but does not eliminate the need for the
pre-flight inspection).
 Clean completely your machine after each day of flying (or more often if the environment asks for it : muddy
airfield for example,…)
 Protect your J-RO with one or several protection covers (SEE SECTION 9.12 « Protection covers »)
 Seal the Pitot heads (caps with marking « Remove before Flight ») to prevent insects entering the pipe.
 Canopy and door transparents :
 Use specific cleaner for Plexiglas, and new microfiber cloths
 Hull, tail plane, gear fairings, wheel fairings (composite parts) :
 Use clean water, soft sponges, fabric or microfiber cloths
 If necessary, product for automotive bodies can be used
 Metallic parts (fork, tail beam, mast, control rods..), ball joints, cables :
 Use clean water, soft sponges, fabric or microfiber cloths
 If necessary, product for automotive bodies can be used
Note : Ball joints and cables must always be coated with a film of grease (SEE SECTION 2.13 « Fluids »)

ATTENTION
Use only cleaning products specific to Plexiglas.
Do not leave them to evaporate under the sun after cleaning, but dry the surfaces with clean
cloths (microfiber).
8.4

Fuel : Filling up the fuel tank and draining the fuel tank (checking for water)

The gyroplane should be on the ground and stopped: Rotor and engine stopped, both ignitions on OFF, electric Main
on OFF. It is strictly forbidden to smoke near the machine.
 The operation will be carried out outside, respecting the following security clearings:
 5 m from any building
 6 m from another aircraft
 15 m from any area open to public, or from any flame (or cigarette)







Filling up with fuel
Use only fuel recommended by ROTAX (SEE ROTAX manual 2.3 and POH SECTION 2.13 « Fluids »).
To avoid contamination of the liquid, use a fine mesh filter, and if possible a water separator filter
It is recommended to fill the tank slowly to avoid overflows
The fuel level must not exceed the red line on the transparent gauge hose (
)
Ensure the fuel cap.

 Drain the tank (to verify the absence of water traces)
 Use the tool provided by DTA (tube with notches)
 Press the drain, let go a few drops, then relieve the pressure
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8.5

Oil level

The gyroplane should be on the ground and stopped: Rotor and engine stopped, both ignitions on OFF, electric Main
on OFF. The gyroplane will be stationed approximately in flight line (the parking place should be level).
 Remove the upper engine cover (¼ turn screws)
 Check again that the ignition key is on the OFF position
 Open the oil tank cap (the tank is situated on the right side of the machine, in the engine compartment)
 Turn the propeller in its normal rotation (anticlockwise, seen from behind), until you can hear the gurgle of the
oil in the tank
Note: 2 to 4 rotations are enough for the oil still in the gearbox to come back to the oil tank.
 Clean the gauge and check that the oil level is between the 50% and max markings. It should never be lower
than the Mini marking (SEE ROTAX User Manual and SECTION 4.4 « Pre-flight check»).
 Before long distance flights, it is recommended to check the level
 Do not fill above the max level
Note: Between the min and max levels, the oil capacity is 0.45 litre.
 Use the oil recommended by ROTAX (SEE ROTAX User Manual 2.4, Light maintenance manual 12-10-00,
Chapter 4, and POH SECTION 2.13 « Fluids »).
 Put back and close the oil tank cap
 Use the opportunity that the upper engine cover is removed to perform the Pre-flight
 Put back the upper engine cover
 Check that the ¼ turn screws are all engaged correctly

ATTENTION
The propeller should never be turned in clockwise direction.
Turn the propeller only in the anticlockwise direction, i.e. the normal rotation direction of the
engine.
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8.6

Coolant level

The gyroplane should be on the ground and stopped: Rotor and engine stopped, both ignitions on OFF, electric Main
on OFF. The gyroplane will be stationed approximately in flight line (the parking place will be horizontal).
 The engine should be cold.
 Remove the upper engine cover (¼ turn screw)
 The overflow tank is fixed on the firewall, in the engine compartment, on the right side. It is transparent.
 The coolant level should be 5 to 10mm above the mini line.
 Use only coolant recommended by ROTAX (SEE User Manual ROTAX 2.2 and POH SECTION 2.13
« Fluids »)
 Coolant level control in the expansion tank should be done with cold engine, during the 1st engine start, when
changing the coolant in the circuit, for a periodic maintenance, or during a cap control due to overrun in
operating temperatures.

8.7

Tyre pressure
 Front wheel : 1.6 / 2 bar
 Rear wheels (main gear) : 1.8 / 2.2 bar

8.8

Lubrication

The intervals in the lubrication operations specified in the Maintenance manual must be respected. The lubricants and
greases to use are mentioned SECTION 2.13 « Fluids ».

8.9

Air filter(s)

The air filter (914UL) or the two air filters (912ULS) must be changed or replaced according to ROTAX
recommendations (Light Maintenance Manual 12.20.00, chapters 2, 2.1 & 2.3).
 A clogged air filter reduces engine performance.
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8.10

Propeller

The propeller will be regularly cleaned with non-salted water, with the help of a sponge or with a cleaning product
(SEE SECTION 8.3 « Cleaning »).
 It will be visually controlled at each Pre-flight check, with special attention to :
o Mounting of the propeller, no free play
o Degradation of the propeller : blade shank, blades leading edges, surface
 Small bumps can easily be repaired with an Araldite 2 compounds kit
 In doubt, or/and beginning of cracks on the blades or the hub, please contact DTA or the propeller
manufacturer (SEE SECTION 1.12 « Builders Addresses »)
 The pitch of each blade is tuned before delivery of the machine for an optimal use. DTA will not be held liable
for the consequences of pitch modifications that could be done after delivery..
(SEE propeller manufacturer Manual)

8.11

Battery

The J-RO is delivered with a lithium iron phosphate battery branded SUPER B, typeSB7800P. It is located in the
passenger compartment, against the firewall, on the right side. A removable opening (
) allows the access. The
positive battery (+) is marked by a red coloured heat shrink (
).
For any service operation, the main switch will be positioned on OFF.
 Never let the battery drain completely.
 If a battery has not been used for 6 months, it is necessary to check the charge level.
 Always use only specifically designed charge units (maximum 14.4 Volts)
 Maximum operating temperature: - 50° C / + 60° C (SEE SECTION 2.14 « Electric consumption » ; SECTION
3.9.3 « Voltage drop, battery default » and SECTION 7.12 « Electrical installation »).
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8.12

Pre-rotator drive belts

The replacement procedure for the drive belts is shown in the Maintenance manual.
 When the clearance between the belts and the pulleys plane (SEE drawing below) gets over 25 mm, it has to
be reduced by moving the roller in its window, in the direction of the arrow (
)
 When the roller is against the end of the window, you will need to add shims between the box holding the
driven pulley and its base. These shims are delivered with the machine.
Note: You will need to re-align the pulleys planes (driving and driven pulley).
 To keep the belts tension, thus the tension of the blocking tab on the belts, the cylinder rod should move 5 to
10mm. This tuning is done by acting on the set screw (Drawing, mark 2).
 To replace the belts, you will have to remove the driven pulley, without losing the driving wedge. Use belts
provided by DTA, which are KEVLAR heat resistant belts.
 The belts will be lubricated with a silicone spray every 20 pre-rotation procedures.

ATTENTION
When replacing the belts, use only DTA provided KEVLAR belts, heat resistant.
The circumference of the belts mad of simple vulcanized rubber decreases under temperature,
which could operate the pre-rotator during flight.
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8.13

Flying in extreme temperature conditions

 The minimum temperature of use of the J-RO is of -20° (SEE SECTION 2.1 « Limitations in use »)
 It is then recommended to seal the oil cooler.
Note: The original coolant used (YACOO LR-35) allows temperatures of -35°C.(SEE ROTAX User manual 3.9, Use
under cold weather)

 The maximum temperature of use is +35°C (SEE SECTION 2.1 « Limitations in use »)
Above 35°C, it is recommended to remove the engine covers (upper and lower). Indeed, the dynamic cooling of the
water radiator is independent of the presence of the upper engine cover.
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8.14 Removal and reassembly of the rotor
 Reassembly of the rotor (SEE ILLUSTRATED PARTS CATALOG, DG SECTION)
1°: Inside a building and on a flat ground, put the two blades facing
each other, on 4 supports.

2°: Insert the blade hub in one of the blade roots, respecting the
mounting mark:
o Marking « 1 » on the rotor hub with the « 1 » on the blade.
o Marking « 2 » on the rotor hub with the « 2 » on the blade.

3°: Slide the rotor hub until the fixing holes are aligned.

4°: Insert the fixing bolts from above, without forgetting the washer
under the bolt head.

5°: Put in place the nuts and washers (
Note : Use new nuts for each mounting.

).

6°: Do the same operation with the second blade.
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7°: Slightly tighten the 8 nuts, and proceed with the blades alignment

 Alignment of the blades

1°-Position the rotor on two stands, in a wind protected area.

2°- Draw a very thin string (like a nylon fishing line) between the two
ends of the blades (use the provided crimp)
Note: The nylon string can be held in tension with a weight at each
end (200 / 300 gr)

3°- Spread the stands holding the blades so that the distance
Between the nylon string and the blade hub be 1 to 2mm
.
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4°- Measure with a square set the distance between the string and the
leading edge of the blade on point n°1 and point n°2. The distances
should be equal.

Note: If the dimensions are not identical, unscrew slightly the blade fixing bolts. Protect the blade hub with a
piece of wood, then gently tap with a mallet on the side of the blade hub to move the blade laterally.

Repeat the operation until the same dimension is reach on points 1
and 2
Once the perfect alignment reached, tighten the blade nuts at the
right torque: 4.7mkg

 Mount the rotor on the J-RO
1°: Present the rotor on the head.
(Align the marks (needle marks) between the rotor hub and the rotor
head
)
Note: Use 2 stools positioned on both sides of the machine. Protect
the canopy and the top of the hull.

2°: Mount the 12mm axis, not forgetting the Z12 washer (
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3° : Put in place the Z12 washer (

) and the castle nut.

4° : Tighten the nut without locking it, in order to align the hole of the
bolt, then insert the safety pin (
).

 Remove the rotor
The operation will be the same as the rotor assembly, but realized in reverse order.

DANGER
For transportation, the rotor should be removed from the gyroplane.
These operations should be done methodically and with great care. A bad attachment during
transportation, giving an undetected twist, a poor assembly, can lead to catastrophic
consequences.

ATTENTION
Alignment of the blades should be performed with great care.
During assembly operations, please make sure that the operations are conducted in the
described order, the washers positioned as indicated.
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8.15

Transportation

 Road transport








Provide a trailer or a truck bed of sufficient dimensions (SEE SECTION 1.6 « 3 views drawing »)
Empty the fuel tank
Immobilize the gyroplane with straps held :
o At the front, on the fork axle
o To the right and left on the wheel axles (SEE photo below)
o At the rear, on the tail beam, before the tail plane
Block the rudder movements with a wooden splint or with the help of adhesive tape.
Protect the composite parts, the canopy and the doors with a tarpaulin and/or a shallow foam (expanded
LDPE) covered with a translucent film (polyolefin), and held in place by adhesive tape.(SEE photo)
Protect and retain the rotor on a plane surface (the ideal being a wooden or metal box protected in the inside)

 Container transport








The fuel tank will be completely emptied.
The engine will have run to exhaustion, in order to empty the carburettor tanks
The air filter(s) will be protected with plastic bags
The exhaust pipe will be sealed (to be done with cold engine)
The battery earth (–) ; black cable) will be removed
If necessary, the rotor mast will be switched to the back (SEE J-RO Re-assembly of the vertical mast below)
The machine will be entirely protected (SEE photo)

ATTENTION
In order to avoid scratches, the first protection cover in contact with composite parts or the
transparent (canopy, doors) will be a film of expanded foam LDPE (available in rolls). This film
will be put in place after cleaning the surfaces.
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 J-RO : Re-assembly of the vertical mast

1. Lift the rotor head to straighten the vertical mast
2. Insert the two bolts of the middle plates
3. Tighten the 7 bolts of the middle plates (Torque 22 Nm)
4. Put in place the control rods (SEE markings Left and Right)
4/1 on the lower ball joints, screw entirely the locknut (until end of thread), then the control rod, and unscrew
1.5 to 2 turns.
4/2 assemble the upper part and tighten the M6 bolts (8Nm)
4/3 Allow for the maximum rotation freedom in rotation to the rod, and tighten the locknut against the lower ball
joint.
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5

Attach the ducts and the cable for the rotor tachometer sensor on the jumper connections

6

Put in place and bolt the radiator shroud
6/1 Remove the visit window (right side) to verify the positioning
6/2 to the front, 2 positioning pins
6/3 at the back 2 CHC 5 screws

7

Put in place and bolt the flexible shaft U-shaped support

8

Mounting of the flexible shaft
8/1 first place the square end of the shaft in its place (on the driven pulley axle)
8/2 then place the sheath, leaving it free to rotate (without tightening the 2 CHC M6 screws).
8/3 put in place the upper part of the shaft and the sheath into the Bendix base. Tighten the two M6
screws, one of which with the sheath safety cable..
8/4 Finish the tightening of the two M6 screws on the driven pulley housing. If needed, rotate the sheath to
match the holes between the sheath and the housing.
8/5 Place and tighten the Serflex clamp.
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8.16

Repairs and Maintenance

IMPORTANT NOTE:
The repair and maintenance operations will be performed only by operators approved either by
DTA or the control organization of the country, in total respect of the recommendations contained
in the provided DTA documentation, as well as the documentations of the manufacturers of the
various parts, showing good common mechanical sense, and professional dedication.
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SECTION 9

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENTS



9.1

Doors



9.2

Variable pitch propeller



9.3

Instructor controls



9.4

Nav/Position/strobe lights, landing light, anticollision lights, night flight



9.5

Radio – transponder – intercom – EFIS option



9.6

Power plant : Thermostatic valve for water, for oil



9.7

Heating



9.8

Lateral trim



9.9

Protecting covers –rotor attachment



9.10

Skis



9.11

Propeller protection



9.12

Floats



9.13

Hand rudder controls
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9.1

Doors

9.1.1


General
Their mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.

9.1.2



Limitations
The two doors add a total weight of ~14 kg (i.e. ~7 kg each) to the machine
SEE SECTION 2.15 « Lateral doors »

9.1.3


Emergency procedures
SEE SECTION 3.7 « Doors opening during flight »

9.1.4


Normal operating procedures
SEE SECTION 4 .5, « Installation on board » SECTION 4.8 « Preflight checklist »

9.1.5



Performances
Removal of the doors acts on the maximum speed that is reduced ~4 km/h
The mounted doors decreases slightly the yaw axis stability

9.1.6


Weight and balance
SEE SECTION 6.3 « Compliance to weight and balance »

9.1.7


Description
SEE SECTION 7.2 « Canopy and doors » and SECTION 7.2.1 « Removal of the doors »

9.1.8


Maintenance and service
SEE SECTION 2.13 « Fluids » and SECTION 8.3 « Cleaning »

9.2

Variable pitch propeller

Please refer to the instruction manual for this variable pitch propeller.
Note : It is important to read, understand and get familiar with the many possibilities and settings described in this
manual.
9.2.1



General
We provide the option for the DUC FLASHBLACK. Propeller (SEE SECTION 1.11 « Propellers »)
Its mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.

9.2.2


Limitations
Mounting of a MAP (Manifold Air Pressure) indicator is mandatory (SEE SECTION 2.11 « Engine optional
instruments »)

9.2.3


Emergency procedures
SEE SECTION 3.14 « Variable pitch propeller failure during flight »

9.2.4


Normal operating procedures
SEE Instruction Manual for the DUC FLASHBLACK propeller, and SECTION 2.14 « Electric consumption »
and SECTION 7.12 « Electric installation »

9.2.5


Performances
SEE Instruction Manual DUC FLASHBLACK propeller

9.2.6


Weight and balance
SEE SECTION 6.3 « Compliance to weight and balance »

9.2.7


Description
SEE Instruction Manual DUC FLASHBLACK propeller

9.2.8


Maintenance and service
SEE Instruction Manual DUC FLASHBLACK propeller
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9.3

Instructor controls

9.3.1


General
Their mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.

9.3.2


Limitations
No impact

9.3.3


Emergency procedures
No impact

9.3.4


Normal operating procedures
SEE SECTION 7.10 « Instructor commands » and SECTION 10.8 « Initiation flight »

9.3.5


Performances
No impact

9.3.6


Weight and balance
SEE SECTION 6.3 « Compliance to weight and balance »

9.3.7


Description
SEE SECTION 7.10 « Instructor commands »

9.3.8


Maintenance and service
SEE SECTION 8

9.4

Nav/Position/strobe lights, landing light, anticollision lights, night flight

9.4.1


General
Their mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.

9.4.2


Limitations
No impact

9.4.3


Emergency procedures
No impact

9.4.4


Normal operating procedures
SEE SECTION 7.13 « Nav/Position/strobe lights, landing light, anticollision lights, night flight »

9.4.5


Performances
No impact

9.4.6


Weight and balance
No impact

9.4.7


Description
SEE SECTION 7.13 « Nav/Position/strobe lights, landing light, anticollision lights, night flight »

9.4.8


Maintenance and service
SEE SECTION 8
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9.5

Radio – transponder – intercom – EFIS option

9.5.1


General
Their mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.

9.5.2


Limitations
No impact

9.5.3


Emergency procedures
No impact

9.5.4


Normal operating procedures
Please refer to the instruction manuals for the radio, transponder, intercom and/or EFIS

Note : It is important to read, understand and get familiar with the many possibilities and settings described in these
manuals.
9.5.5


Performances
No impact

9.5.6


Weight and balance
SEE SECTION 6.3 « Compliance to weight and balance »

9.5.7



Description
Please refer to the Instruction Manuals for the radio, transponder, intercom and/or EFIS
Positioning of the jack plugs GA (SEE SECTION 7.14 « Intercom »)

9.5.8


Maintenance et service
Please refer to the Instruction Manuals for the radio, transponder, intercom and/or EFIS

9.6

Power plant : Thermostatic valve for water, for oil

9.6.1


General
Their mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.

9.6.2


Limitations
No impact

9.6.3


Emergency procedures
No impact

9.6.4


Normal operating procedures
No impact

9.6.5


Performances
No impact

9.6.6


Weight and balance
No impact

9.6.7


Description
Thermostatic 3 ways valve implemented on the cooling circuit
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Thermostatic 3 ways valve implemented on the oil circuit

9.6.8


Maintenance and service
SECTION 8

9.7

Heating

9.7.1


General
Its mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.

9.7.2


Limitations
No impact

9.7.3


Emergency procedures
No impact

9.7.4

Normal operating procedures
SEE SECTION 7.17


9.7.5


Performances
No impact

9.7.6


Weight and balance
SEE SECTION 6.3 « Compliance to weight and balance »

9.7.7

Description
SEE SECTION 7.17


9.7.8



Maintenance and service
SEE SECTION 8
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9.8

Lateral trim


Not available

9.9

Protecting covers –rotor attachment

9.9.1



General
To be used only on the ground, during gyroplane storage
It is mandatory to remove the covers and protections before using this gyroplane.

9.9.2


Limitations
No impact

9.9.3


Emergency procedures
No impact

9.9.4

Normal operating procedures
No impact


9.9.5


Performances
No impact

9.9.6


Weight and balance
No impact

9.9.7

Description
SEE SECTION 7.18

9.9.8

Maintenance service
No impact

9.10

Skis




9.10.1 General
 Their mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.
9.10.2 Limitations
 No impact
9.10.3 Emergency procedures
 No impact
9.10.4 Normal operating conditions
 SEE SECTION 7.19 and SECTION 2.14 « Electric consumption » and 7.12 « Electrical Installation »
9.10.5 Performances
 No impact
9.10.6 Weight and balance
 SEE SECTION 6.3 « Compliance to weight and balance »
9.10.7 Description
 SEE SECTION 7.19
9.10.8 Maintenance and service
 SEE SECTION 8
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9.11

Propeller protection

9.11.1 General
 Its mounting depends on the configuration requested by the owner.
9.11.2 Limitations
 No impact
9.11.3 Emergency procedures
 No impact
9.11.4 Normal operating procedures
 No impact
9.11.5 Performances
 No impact
9.11.6 Weight and balance
 SEE SECTION 6.3 « Compliance to weight and balance »
9.11.7 Description
 SEE SECTION 7.20 « Propeller protection »
9.11.8 Maintenance and service
 SEE SECTION 8

9.12


9.13


Floats
Not available

Hand rudder controls
Not available
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SECTION 10

SAFETY ADVICE



10.1

Propeller safety



10.2

Rotor safety



10.3

Running out of fuel



10.4
10.4.1
10.4.2
10.4.3
10.4.4
10.4.5
10.4.6
10.4.7

Human factors :
Excess of confidence from the pilot
Lack of training
Lack of experience
Flying over friend’s house
The Air show effect
Mobile phone effect
Workload



10.5

Negative or near-0G flying



10.6

Slides



10.7

Autorotation



10.8

Initiation flight



10.9

Electric power lines – Towing cables



10.10

Flying over water



10.11

Loss of ground sight (IMC flying)
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10.1

Propeller safety

 When turning, the propeller is a substantial risk to third parties :
 High impact strength due to its speed,
 Poor visibility of the blades ends, thus difficulties in assessing its diameter.
 Engine start should always be done with the pilot sitting on board and prepared for emergency stop
procedures. (SEE SECTION 4.6 « Starting the engine »)
 Always clear the area surrounding the gyroplane during any start procedure.
 Safety clearance: 15 metres minimum from public areas, buildings and other aircraft.
 Point the gyroplane towards an open area before starting the engine.
 At the end of flight, the engine should be stopped at least 15 metres from any buildings or people. (SEE
SECTION 4.17 « End of flight »)
Note: In some countries, lighting the strobes before starting the engine is mandatory.

DANGER
Engine start instructions:
1° Gyroplane pointed towards an open area
2° Pilot on board
3° Minimum safety distance: 15 metres

10.2

Rotor safety

 When turning, the rotor is a substantial risk to third parties :
 High impact strength due to its speed,
 Poor visibility of the blades ends, thus difficulties in assessing its diameter.
 The start of the pre-rotation procedure should always be done with the pilot sitting on board and prepared for
emergency stop procedures. (SEE SECTION 4.9 « Pre launch procedure)
 Always clear the area surrounding the gyroplane during any pre-rotation procedure of the rotor.
 Safety clearance : 15 metres minimum from public areas, buildings and other aircraft
 Make sure to completely stop the rotor before reaching the parking area, respecting the minimum safety
distance of 15 metres.
 As long as the rotor is still in movement, never release your control on the stick, and keep the rotor level as
long as the gyroplane still moves, and the rotor is not completely still. (SEE SECTION 4.16 « Taxiing » and
SECTION 4.17 « End of flight »)
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10.3

Running out of fuel

 Never intentionally use your reserve fuel.
Note: The flight envelope of the gyroplane allows it to land on very short distances. However, an emergency
landing while out of fuel will always present significant difficult to anticipate dangers. These dangers can cause
damages to material, but also risks of injuries that could be deadly for the occupants of the aircraft, or to
bystanders.

10.4

Human factors

 Human factors are the main cause of aviation accidents.
10.4.1 Overconfidence of the pilot


Helicopter pilots, airplane or 3 axis pilots feel confident very fast when flying a gyroplane, but :
 They sometimes did not yet integrate all the limits in the flight envelope of these machines.
 They could also forget and mix the procedures, especially during take-off procedure.
Example : Performing the whole rotor pre-rotation procedure without pulling the stick fully back, and
attempting to take-off in this attitude. Then, noticing the acceleration of the machine without take-off, violently
pulling the stick backward. In this situation, the gyroplane will pull the nose up, then immediately roll to the left
side, with evident consequences going from material damage to injuries or possibly death.

 Gyroplane pilots, after a few tens of hundreds of hours, given the apparent ease of use of their machine,
sometimes forget the basics of piloting an aircraft and the basic safety rules.
10.4.2 Lack of training

 Each category of aircraft has its own characteristics, and requires acquiring its own set of skills.
 15 to 20 training hours seem an absolute minimum before the first solo flights.
10.4.3 Lack of experience
 A 3-axis pilot is used, in case of engine failure, to ease the stick significantly forward to quickly place his
aircraft in the attitude of best gliding ratio. This exact same maneuver in a gyroplane will cause a low-G or 0-G
situation, creating a risk much more severe than the initial engine failure.
 Helicopter pilots can sometimes fail to understand the gyroplane characteristics, and the necessity of specific
training.
 To develop correct reflexes, especially in a stressful situation, thorough training, with a competent instructor,
and covering each phase of flight, is an absolute necessity.

10.4.4 Flying over a friend’s house
 Turning around a friend’s house is the cause of many accidents. Indeed, the pilot’s attention is entirely
directed to this goal, and he forgets to check and control his speed, his rate of turn, and does not feel the
increase in the load factor before it is too late and he loses control of his machine.
10.4.5 Flying show
 In front of an audience, the pilot could be tempted to force his talent, and take unnecessary risks : low pass,
acrobatic figures, etc…
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10.4.6 Mobile phone effect
 We strongly advise to switch off mobile phone(s) before starting pre-flight inspections.
 Answering the phone during pre-flight inspections, or during take-off, is a very efficient way to have an
accident.
10.4.7 Workload
 Managing the parameters of a sophisticated EFIS, controlling a variable pitch propeller… non exhaustive list,
are as many external elements that increase the workload of the pilot. The consequences are the decrease of
the attention given to flight parameters, and to the outside environment.

10.5 Negative of near 0-G flying
 NEVER PUSH THE STICK SIGNIFICANTLY AND ABRUPTLY FORWARD to start a descent or to end a
climb, like you could do on an airplane (« Bell shape » trajectory). This will immediately cause a low-G, or
even negative-G phenomenon,.
 Our rotors are considered heavy, which gives them inertia, thus increasing safety. Nevertheless, the effects of
this « bell-shape » trajectory, and the change to negative-G, are the following :
 Rapid decrease in the rotor RPM
 Risk of rotor blade flapping, which could lead to the destruction of the tail plane
 Complete loss of gyroplane control

10.6

Sideslips

 High amplitude sideslips should be avoided if possible, in order not to exceed the yaw control limits of the
aircraft.
 Yet, a sideslip can be attempted without danger in order to align correctly with the landing strip for example,
staying within the cross wind limits given for this machine.

10.7

Autorotation

 Autoration must be stopped at 500 ft. QFE. (SEE SECTION 5.3 « Polar curve height / speed when landing »)

10.8

Initiation flights

 The rear stick (instructor control), is attached to the airframe by a single push pin. It is therefore very easy to
remove for initiation flights.
 It is necessary to take time to extensively brief one’s passenger, especially when the machine is equipped with
instructor controls: Foot position relative to the rear rudder pedals for instance...
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10.9

Electric power lines – Towing cables

 Electric power lines and towing cables are almost impossible to notice during flight.
 You should maintain a minimum flight altitude of 500ft, and try to avoid low altitude flying
 Before landing, it is necessary to fly a go-around path first, before starting a low altitude approach.

10.9

Flying over water

 A loss of depth perception can occur when flying over water, especially when calm and glassy.
 You should maintain a safe flight altitude of 500 ft minimum, and avoid low passes.

10.10 Loss of ground sight (IMC flying)
 Flying through clouds will cause a loss of ground contact, and in a few seconds a total loss of depth
perception : Trajectory corrections will become random, and accident a certainty.
 Without specific training and regular practice, an artifical horizon will be of no use.
 A precautionary landing is always better than IMC flying.
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User manual for DATUM AIR retractable skis

1

Warranties


The guarantee of DTA sas is limited to a period of 1 year starting from signature of the acceptance report for
the aircraft or from the date of the purchase order.



The guarantees only apply within the framework of use of the aircraft which conforms to the instructions
appearing in the User Guides or any technical document provided to the buyer which states the conditions of
use of the aircraft.



Non-respect of the provisions of the Civil Aviation Code and the related texts, which causes an accident or
incident, releases DTA sas from any guarantee vis-à-vis the operator in violation.



Normal wear of renewable parts is not covered by a guarantee.



Toute modification de l'aéronef par l'acheteur entraînera la déchéance de la garantie de DTA sas dès lors
qu'elle n'aura pas été au préalable approuvée par écrit par DTA sas.



Any modification of the aircraft by the buyer shall result in forfeiture of the guarantee of DTA sas if it has not
been approved beforehand in writing by this latter party.



The guarantee is limited to replacement or repair of any defective part due to a defect related to materials or
manufacture, to the exclusion of damage due to poor maintenance or improper use, in the workshops of DTA
sas or, after approval from DTA, at a workshop approved by DTA sas. The guarantee is limited to the
obligation to repair or replace the parts provided by DTA sas, recognized as defective by its technical
departments and which have been sent to it carriage-paid, without the possibility of claiming any indemnity for
harm endured, such as an accident involving persons, loss of enjoyment, operating losses, commercial
prejudice or lost profits.



The benefit of the guarantee can only be invoked if the customer notifies DTA sas without delay and in writing
about the defects that it attributes to its materials, and provides all documentation to support the reality of
these defects. It must give DTA sas every possibility to observe the defects and to remedy them. The
guarantee does not apply if the material is not returned to DTA sas in the condition in which it malfunctioned,
or if it has been previously disassembled, repaired or modified by either a third party, the user or the customer.



The obligations of DTA sas as stated above constitute the limit of the guarantees granted. The present
contract is governed by French law. Any dispute or disagreement to this contract will be solely under of the
jurisdiction of the court of Romans sur Isere F-26100 (Drôme – France)
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2

Property Transfer

We hope that you are totally happy with your DTA gyroplane, and that it provides you many hours of flying enjoyment.
On disposal, or second hand purchase, and in order to follow the life of our products, DTA sas would be grateful if you
could send back the below document to the following address:
DTA sas
Aérodrome de Montélimar Ancône
26200 MONTELIMAR
France
Tel: +33 (0)4 75 01 20 83
Fax: +33 (0)4 75 51 36 72

Former owner :
Name :
Address :

Postcode and town :

Serial N° :

Country

1st identification year** :
Number of hours :

Type and engine n° ** :
*Delete as appropriate

** See Identification card and/or Manual covers

New owner :
Name :
Address :

Postcode and town :

Country

Tel. :
e-mail :
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3

Quality sheet

We try to be very receptive to customer feedbacks, and we strive to continuously improve our products. The
monitoring of the production is our constant concern. Numerous control procedures have been implemented at each
stage of the production and assembly, so that the final product meets our quality requirements.
If however you encounter a problem in the use of your machine, whatever it is, thank you for returning the following
completed form so that we can try to correct it quickly.

Name: ………………………………………………………………………………..
Address: ……………………………………………………………………………
Postcode: ……………………Town: …………………………………………..
Telephone number: ……………………………………………………………………
Mail: ………………………………………………………………………………….
Type: ………………………………………………………………………………….
Serial N° : ……………………… Year: ………………………………………..
Engine N°: ……………………………………
Distributor: ………………………………………………………………………….
N° of hours: ……………………………………………………………………
Encountered problem (Sketch, photo if possible) :
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3

User manual for DATUM AIR retractable skis

Snow skis DATUM on the DTA J-RO gyroplane

The DATUM retractable snow skis, world renowned for quality and performance, have been chosen and
adapted for the DTA J-RO.
Several tests were performed so that this adaptation would be as functional, safe and easy to install as
possible.
This will allow you to extend the length of your season, and discover new horizons in a white environment,
fish on the ice, or even, if masochist, hardly enough the challenge of winter camping in a wild environment
compared to no other.
Adding retractable snow skis will give you an almost infinite choice of landing strips.
A reliable, effective cabin heating and an anti-fog system are part of the standard equipment available on
the DTA J-RO, tested at -20°C

13 – Description
The retractable snow skis from Datum Air, with electric cylinder operating on 12v DC are built with fibre
glass compound, together with UHMV polyethylene sole and stainless screws. The rear skis are distinctive
in not being linked to the airframe but only held by a bungee. They will allow you to take-off from a hard
tarmac or from snow fields. Use them on the snow and retract them during flight to taxi on the hard taxiways
of your local airfield. The mechanism is strong enough to even be activated on the ground, seated with your
passenger in the gyroplane.

14 – Nose ski
Semi penetrating, and without actuator, it is long and floats on the snow with great ease. Even when
applying full throttle in the gyroplane, the nose wheel will not sink in the snow.
Load capacity: 90-545kg (200-1500lbs)
Length: 129.5cm (51”)
Width: 36.2 cm (14.25”)
Weight: 5.45kg (12lb)

15 – Rear skis
Retractable skis with electric motor controlled by two switches protected by 7A breakers, they are designed
wide to be able to fully support the weight of the machine. They are also equipped with anti-darting for
better directional control.
Load capacity: 90-680kg (200-1500 lbs)
Length: 137cm (54”)
Width: 43cm (17”)
Weight: 8.2kg (18lbs)
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Operating guide for the snow skis
Before attempting to operate a gyroplane equipped with this device, it is highly recommended that the pilot
has accumulated at least 100 hours experience of normal flying on wheels, and has completed a training
course with an instructor qualified to operate a gyroplane equipped with snow skis.
Thanks to the pre-rotator system of the DTA J-RO by flexible shaft, the start procedure of the rotor stays the
same.
On hard surface, the brakes remain fully operational, but please be careful on iced surfaces.
On the snow, helped by its semi-penetrating design, the front ski helps to immobilize the gyroplane.
Avoid any sharp turns on iced surfaces.
If parked for a long period of time on a snow surface, move the skis before start, or pay attention to avoid
skis sticking to the snow surface.

Performances
Maximum take-off weight 510 or 560kg, depending on the certification type of the machine.
VNE: 180 km/h (112 mph)
VNO: 130 km/h (81 mph)
Vs: 55 km/h (31 mph)
Vx: 90 km/h (56 mph)
Vy: 100 km/h (62 mph)

CAUTION:
Please amend the weight and balance of your DTA J-RO


Do not change any part of the skis without written authorization.



When in flight (if possible), retract the system to avoid any tension on the actuators



Lubricate with a grease-free compound the telescopic arm system and the actuator cylinder.



Ensure the battery is well charged before operating the skis



Always perform a pre-flight check on the ski before each flight (tension and mounting of the
bungees, as well as the retaining cables)



When not in use, remove tension on the bungees, store the skis in a dry, cool and ventilated place,
covered and protected against dust.
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